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EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY

ANGAJUKKAUNET 
NAILLITISIMAJANGIT

The Moravian Mission in Hopedale is an important piece of Canadian History and 
a significant landmark along the Labrador coast.  Rising up from the waterfront in 
Hopedale, the Mission Site is comprised of a series of wooden structures dating back to 
the late eighteenth century.  The first permanent settlement in the area, the Mission was 
once at the social, economic, cultural, and spiritual centre of the community.  Designated 
a National Historic Site because of its impressive architecture, cultural heritage, and 
importance to the settlement of the region, the site is not only an important piece of 
history to the Labrador Inuit, but to the entire Country of Canada as well.  Over time, 
restricted resources and a dwindling Moravian influence have contributed to the decline 
of the physical condition of the buildings and the site.  Due to the remoteness of the 
area, an opportunity for careful and poignant adaptive reuse of part, or all, of the Mission 
site has the real potential to inject new interest and understanding of Inuit Culture, 
serve the evolving needs of the modern community, and help share the unique story of 
Hopedale, the Labrador Inuit, and the importance of this region of Canada with residents 
and visitors alike.  

Moraviamiut Misiuninga Hopedalemi pimmagiuvuk Canadamiut Siagutsuanitaligijinginni 
ammalu pimmagiudluni nalunaikkutak Labrador satjugiangani.  Pigiadluni sitjanganit 
Hopedalemi, Misiunet Nunanga unuttunut Kijunut sanajausimavuk taimangani 
nâlinninginnit 1900 hontanit.  Sivullipâk inigijausimajuk nunak, Misiunik taitsumani 
inuligiKattalaujuvuk, kenaujaliugutinik, ilikKusinik, ammalu uppigusinik nunalinni.  
Angnigijaumajuk Nunatsualimâmi Siagutsuanitaulluni Nunak pitjutigillugit takutsauningit 
sanajaumaningit, ilikKusinut siagunitanut, pimmagiuninga nunalinni avittusimajuni, 
nunanga pimmagituinnaungilak taimangasuanit Labradorimi Inunnut, tâvatuak 
ilonnânut Nunatsuamut Canadami.  Taimanganit, maligatsalet pivianattuit ammalu 
nunguvalliajut Moraviamiut piusingit atuttauKattasimavut nunguvallianinginnut 
piusiujuni ilutsinginni illuit nunangalu.  Kaningitumemmat nunanga, pivitsaKasimavut 
kamatsialutik attutauningagut âkKigiattaugunnaluni atuttaugiallagunnaKullugu 
ilanga, ubvalu ilonnanga, Misiunet nunanga angijummagimmik atuttaugunnamat 
nutânik Kanuttogutaujunik ammalu tukisimallugit Inuit IlikKusingit, kiggatuttauluni 
asianguvallianingani pigumajaujuit ullumiulittuk nunalinni, ikajullugit unikkausiuKattajut 
Hopedalemi, Labradorimi Inuit, ammalu pimmagiuninga tamanna avittusimajuni 
Canadami nunalinni ammalu niugguKattajunut adjigejumik.
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The overarching vision for the Adaptive Reuse Master Plan is based upon an analogy to 
the three traditional identifies of Hopedale; the traditional winter village and gathering 
place of Arvetok, the Moravian settlement of Hoeffental, and the modern Town of 
Hopedale.  The cultural influences of these three identities continue to permeate many 
aspects of daily life, and as such serve as an ideological foundation for the adaptive 
reuse of the Mission site itself.  The vision for the Mission is one where the unique 
heritage of the site is balanced with the modern needs of the community, and the 
environmental and economic case for future sustainability of the site.  This vision 
underlies all aspects of the master plan, anchoring the visionary aspects of the project 
with the pragmatic realities of restoration and community need.

The project vision statement is as follows:

The Moravian Mission within the community of Hopedale will retain and build 

upon the historical and local cultural values of the built complex, by being 

a modern and safe community ‘place’.  The Mission will become a place of 

learning and spiritual renewal; a place to demonstrate a renewed physical, 

economic, and cultural growth; a practical and living demonstration of a 

balanced and sustainable cultural, and economic core to the community for 

young and older residents alike.

The complex is a physical symbol of the interaction between the Inuit of 

Labrador and the Moravian Missionaries, which currently exists in the context 

of modern Inuit traditions, relationships, and culture.  The vision for the site is 

future-oriented, seeking to act as a catalyst for community growth and benefit, 

while still maintaining a necessary footing in the past.  The master plan seeks to 

revitalize and reinvigorate the site though active use, returning it to its rightful 

place at the social and spiritual centre of the community, without detracting 

from its essential spiritual and heritage roles.  

Takutsauninga ÂkKigiattaugunnaninga Atuttaugiallagunnaluni Pannaigutik 
kamagijausimajuk atullugit pingasut atuttaunginnaKattajut ulinnaitautillugit Hopedalemi;  
ukiumi inigijaunginnaKattajuk ammalu katingaviuKattajuk Arvetok, Moraviamiut ininga 
Hoeffental, ammalu ullumiulittuk nutâk Inigijaulittuk Hopedale.  IlikKusitigut tamakkua 
pingasut ulinnaitausimavut kajusijumik atuttaujutsautillugit Kanutuinnak Kaut tamât 
inosiujuni, ammalu kiggatullutik takunnausingit tungavinganik âkKigiattausongutillu 
atugiallagianga Misiuniup nunalluasianga.  Takunnausiujuk Misiuninut atausik 
tataminattuk taimangasuanit nunak nutânik pitâllugu nunalinni, avatingit ammalu 
kenaujaliugiamut sivunitsatinni tamânenginnaniattilugit nunami.  Tamanna takunnausik 
uKausiKavuk ilonnainik piusiugunnatunik pannaigutimmi, tungaviliullugit takunauset 
suliatsait sulijumik utittilugit ammalu nunalet pigumajanginnik.

Suliatsait takunnajaujut uKautaujut imailingajut:

Moraviamiut Misiunet nunalinni Hopedalemi tigumianiakKut sanallutillu 

siagunitanik ammalu nunalinni ilikKusitigut illigijaujunik sanagianga illuk, 

nutângutillugu ammalu pilukattautailiviugunnaluni nunalinni ‘iniulluni’.  Misiunik 

initsaulâkKuk ilinniaviulluni ammalu uppigusingit nutângutillugit; initsauluni 

takutitsigunnalutik nutângutitsisimanimminik aulanikkut, kenaujaliunnikut, 

ammalu ilikKusik piguvallianingagut; ammalu ilonnâgut iningijauninga 

takujausongutillugu adjigettumik tamânenginnaniattilugulu ilikKusingit, 

kenaujaliunni nunalinni inosuttunut ammalu ittonitsanut nunalinnut adjigettumik.

Illuk aulanikkut takutsauvuk ilauKatauningit akungani Inuit Labradorimiut 

ammalu Moraviamiut Misiunet, mânnaujuk sakKijâjut iluani ullumiulittuk 

Inuit piusituKanginni, ilagenninginni, ammalu ilikKusitigut.  Takunnausik 

tamatsumunga nunamut sivunitsatinni-sungiutisallugit, Kinillutik aulatsijitsamik 

nunalinni piguvallianinginni ammalu ikajutsiutitigut, suli taimâtsainak atullutik 

piusiusimajunik taimanganit.  Pannaigutik Kinijajuk utittisigiamik ammalu 

pitsatusigiallugu nunak atuttauningagut, utittilugu inillagigisimajanganut 

inuttigut ammalu uppigusittigut nunalinni, pejautuinnalugani piusinginni 

uppinikkut ammalu piusitigut piusiujuni.
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The goal of this master plan is to provide the community and the Mission with 
guidance on the potential future uses of the Hopedale Moravian Mission site. The 
recommendations are founded through careful consideration of the needs of the local 
community, acknowledgement of the significance of the built heritage and relevant 
historical protections, maintenance of fiscal awareness for potential funding partners, 
and provision of programming uses that are both economically viable and socially & 
culturally responsible.  Other key objectives that have been incorporated as integral 
components of the plan include:

•	 Maintenance of the Church space and function, while providing need architectural, 
structural, and interior improvements to allow for affordable full-year use.

•	 Revitalization of Hopedale’s primary public waterfront, and the creation of a true 
gateway and welcome centre for arriving visitors.

•	 Reformation of a community centre for economic activity by adapting the Mission 
house to serve as an incubator for locally-based economic development.

•	 Enhancement and incubation of the Hopedale artisan community, through the 
provision of studio space and the establishment of an artisanal co-operative.  The 
co-op will be augmented by physical operation on the site,  and through the creation 
of a web-presence that will afford a venue for cost-effective marketing, sales, and 
promotion.

•	 Reconnection of the site to the surrounding community through landscape 
enhancements and beautification, including community gardening & public art space.

•	 Long-term adaptive reuse plans for the boathouse and provisions building.

Tugâgutinga pannaigutimmi pitaKattisigunnalutik nunalinni ammalu Misiunimik 
ikajuttaulutik sivunitsanginni atugatsanginnik Hopedalemi Moraviamiut Misiuningata 
nunangani.  UKautjigiagutet sakKititaumajut kamagijautsiadlutik pigumajangit 
nunalinni, uKausingitigut pimmagiuningit sanajaumajuk siagutsuanit ammalu ilingajuit 
siagutsuanitanut tamâgik kenaujaliunnik sakKijâtillugu ammalu inuttigut ilikKusittigullu 
kamagijaugialet.  Asingit uKautaumajut tugâgutinni timingutitaumajut ilonnâgut 
ilumiutangit pannaigutimmi ilautitsijut ukuninga:

•	 Tigumiallugu katimmavimmi initsaujuk atugatsaujullu, pitaKattitaullutik 
sanajaugiagunnatillugu, ilutsinga, ilua piusiumitillugu pigunnatitsilutik 
atuttausiagunnatumik ilonnâgut jârimi atuttaugialinnik..

•	 Utittilugit Hopedalemi sitjanga, ammalu sanallugu akKutinga tujummitailitillugit 
initsaujuk tikijunut niuggujunut.

•	 Sanagiallalugit nunalinni initsaujuk kenaujaliugiamut pivallianikkut 
âkKigiattaugunnatuk Misiunet illunga initsauluni piulimatsivigillugu nunalinni 
kenaujaliugiamut pivallianikkut.

•	 Piusiumitigasuallugit initsaulutik Hopedalemi sananguatinut nunalinni, 
initsaKattitaullutik sananguavitsamik ammalu sakKititsilutik sanaguatet kuapanganik.  
kuapanga angiliumigajattuk aulatauningagut nunangani, ammalu sakKititsipata 
Kagitaujatigut takugatsanik kenaujaliugutaugunnatumik niuvinnianikkut, 
aullaiKattalutik, ammalu piusiumitillugit.

•	 IlauKataulluni nunanga nunalinni nunangani piusiumitillugu ammalu ânanângutillugu, 
ammalu nunalinni pigutsevittâlugu ammalu inuit sananguavitsangani initsamik.

•	 Akuninut âkKigiattaugunnatuk atugiallalugu pannaigutik umialiuviuKattalauttumik 
ammalu atugatsanik sanagiamut.
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The study proposes a phased approach to the adaptive reuse program, gathering 
momentum and support through the successful completion of smaller scale sub-
projects, such as the community garden and site signage and wayfinding.  As support 
and capacity are cultivated in the community, the opportunity to undertake a larger-
scale restoration of the site’s built assets should take place under the guidance of 
knowledgeable local craftsman, supported by external resources as needed.  Secondary 
programming opportunities relating to tourism, local arts, and crafts, or other 
entrepreneurial initiatives, should be linked to the Adaptive Reuse Master Plan where 
mutually beneficial linkages may exist.  

Moving forward, the Hopedale Mission will need an active group of engaged 
stakeholders who will champion not only the restoration, but also the ongoing long-
term management of the site.  This group should be comprised of a collaborative team 
of representatives from key stakeholder groups. Their focus should include combining 
local capacity building opportunities within an overarching framework for day-to-day 
operation and site management, as well as longer term commercial, cultural, and visitor-
services related opportunities.  The proposed governance structure is divided into two 
levels; the management team includes an overarching Steering Committee that sets 
broad goals and objectives and manages the second level: a site management position/
team that is tasked with the day-to-day operations of the site.

KaujisanniKagumajut kamagillugit âkKigiattaugunnatut atuttaugiallalutik suliatsani, 
tigulallutik piusiusimajunik ikajutsilugillu pitsiasimaningigut pijageppata mikinitsanik 
suliatsaujunik, sollu nunalinni pigutsevik ammalu nunalinni nalunaikkutanik allasimajunik.  
Ikajutsinikkut ammalu initsaKagiamut katitsutaumavut nunalinni, pivitsaujuk kamagiamik 
anginitsanik piulimatsigiamut nunalinni sanallugit akitujuit kamagijaujutsauvuk 
kamajimut Kaujimatsiajumut sananguagiamik, ikajutsitaulluni silatimiunut pivianattutigut 
pigiaKagutik.  kingullia suliatsak pivitsaujuk ilingajuk niuggutinut, nunalinni sananguajinut, 
mitsutinut, ubvalu asinginni namminik kenaujaliugutilinnut atugatsanik, ilingajutsauvut 
ÂkKigiattaugunnatut Atuttaugiallalutik Pannaigutimmi ikajutsinik unuttunik sakKigajakKuk.

Sivuppialuta, Hopedale Misiuninga pitaKagiaKavuk ilaunginnaniattuk katingajinik 
ilauKattalutik ikajutsigunnatunik nutangutitsituinnalugatik, tâvatuak akuninut aulatsigiamik 
nunanganik.  Tâkkua katingajet ununniKagiaKavuk katimajinik kiggatuttiKallutik 
ilauKataujunit katingajinit.  kamaluagiaKavuk ilauttisillutik nunalinni initsaujumik illumi 
pivitsaujuni iluani aulatsigiamut pannaigutinik Kaut tamât aulatsigiamut ammalu 
initsamik aulatsigiamut, ammalu akuninut atugatsanik aullaigiamut, ilikKusinik,  niuggutet 
tikigaippata pivitsanginnik.  Kinuagijaujuk aulatsigiamut ilutsinga aviukKataumajuk 
magguilingajonnik; aulatsijet kamajet ilautitsijut katimajinit âkKisuisot tugâgutinik ammalu 
aulatsiKattalutik kingullinginnik kamagijaugialinnik; nunalinni aulatsigiamut suliatsak/
katimajet suliatsatâttitauKattalutik Kaut tamât aulatsigiamut nunangani.
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The Plan intends that support for site management duties is leveraged from existing 
assets and resources, or cultivated from within the community as part of a broader 
capacity building exercise.  The overall site management committee, comprised of key 
stakeholders, would be supported by an advisory board, who would contribute insight, 
experience, and knowledge as necessary.   Ideally, the Site Management Committee 
should consist of representation from the Moravian Church of Newfoundland and 
Labrador, the Agvituk Historical Society, and the Inuit Community Government.  

The adoption and acceptance of the Hopedale Adaptive Reuse Master Plan by 
community residents and stakeholders will enable this document to be used as the basis 
for the revitalization of the Mission site.  Moving forward, it is the intention that that 
master plan will guide decision making, enable prioritization, and facilitate marketing 
of the long-term vision for the site, its uses, and the broader community.   In the short 
term, funding partners and the Hopedale community should meet to begin acting 
on governance and implementation, to ensure that the project maintains its forward 
momentum.  It will also be important to launch a communications strategy for the 
master plan in the coming months. 

Pannaigutik piusiKagumajuk ikajutsiluni nunami aulatsigiamik suliatsanik adjigettilugit 
sakKijâgettut akitujuit pivianattuilu, ubvalu sanallutik iluani nunalet ilangaulluni 
anginitsamik initsamik illumut atugatsamut.  Ilonnâgut nunami aulatsinik katimajinik, 
ilautillugit ilauKataujuit, ikajutsigunnalutik uKautjigianikkut angajukKauKatigengullutik, 
ikajutsigunnalutik iluani, ilisimallutik, Kaujimatsialutillu pigiaKagutik.  Ilonnâgut, Nunami 
Aulatsijet katimajet ilaujutsauvut kiggatuttiulutik Moraviamiut katimmavinganit 
Newfoundland Labradoriullu, Agvituk Siagutsuanitanik katimajinginnit, ammalu Inuit 
Nunalet kavamanganit. 

kajusititauningit angiutauningillu Hopedalemi ÂkKigiattaunitsangit 
Atugiallatausongullutillu Pannaigutingani nunalet ammalu kiggauttet aulatsigunnaniakKut 
tagvani allaKutimmi atuttaugatsanik tungavitsaulutik utittisigiamut Misiunet nunanganik.  
Sivuppialuta, pigumajut pannaigutik kamagunnatillugu Kanuk piusiugumajunik 
âkKisuillutik sivullipautijaugialinnik, kamagitsialugit suliatsait kamagijaugialet 
sivuppiagiamut kamagijaugialet.  Pimmagiulâgivuk sakKititsigiamik KaujimaKatigegiamut 
atuttaugatsanik pannaigutimmut Kaijuni takKini.
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The Moravian Mission in Hopedale is an important piece of Canadian History and 
a significant landmark along the Labrador Coast.  Rising up from the waterfront in 
Hopedale, the mission site itself is comprised of a series of wooden buildings dating 
back to the late eighteenth century.  The first permanent settlement in the area, the 
mission was once at the social, economic, cultural, and spiritual centre of the community.  
The site has been designated as a National Historic Site because of its impressive 
architectural and cultural significance, not only to the Labrador Inuit but to the entire 
Country of Canada.  Restricted resources and a  dwindling Moravian influence have 
contributed to the decline of conditions of the buildings and site.  Due to the remoteness 
of the area, an opportunity for careful and poignant adaptive reuse of part or all of the 
Mission site can inject new interest and understanding of Inuit culture and share the 
story of Hopedale for residents and visitors alike.  

PIGIASIGUTET

ORIGINS

1
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Study Purpose & Objectives
An adaptive reuse master plan should outline a strong and clear vision for the future, 
with a necessary emphasis and acknowledgement of the past.  As opposed to 
preserving the site exactly as it exists, an adaptive reuse master plan outlines a new 
direction and program that reinvigorates the site while protecting those aspects of its 
heritage that are most significant.  As such, it is essential that the plan be reflective of 
the needs and input of key stakeholders, as they are the most qualified to speak to the 
relevant and integral heritage values.

In the coming years, the Hopedale Mission site will undertake a range of restoration 
and development enhancements and projects designed to fulfill the vision outlined by 
this plan.  Before individual projects and ideas can be realized, they must be rationalized 
in terms of their overall costs and benefits to the community.  A well defined adaptive 
reuse master plan will build upon clear goals, relevant heritage values, and pragmatic 
economic development opportunities, ensuring that the future of site is protected and its 
role in the community definitively established.  

There are some fundamental considerations that must be addressed by this master 
plan, in order to ensure the relevancy and applicability of the proposed concept.  These 
include:
•	 Assessing the condition and context of the site.

•	 Examining the social, cultural, and functional needs of the Hopedale community.

•	 Understanding the long term governance and management implications of the 
proposed plan for the community.

•	 Developing a realistic and pragmatic business case upon which to base the adaptive 
reuse of the site.

•	 Providing balanced consideration for the historic, cultural, environmental, social, and 
economic influences that are integral to the project.

The study hopes to bring together a diverse group of vested stakeholders with the 
unified intent of protecting and enhancing this valuable community and national asset.  
By addressing these fundamental objectives, the study will outline a broad and cohesive 
vision for the future of the Hopedale mission site, reigniting its role as the social, cultural, 
and physical centre of the community.  

The Agvituk  Historical Society is a grass roots group of volunteers dedicated to the 
preservation and celebration of the Inuit and Moravian story in Hopedale.  Working with 
allied partners such as the Government of Nunatsiavut, Parks Canada, and the Hopedale 
Inuit Community Government, this master plan has been commissioned to outline a 
broad vision for the future of the site, one that commemorates the history and stories of 
the place while actively benefitting the modern and evolving needs of the community.  
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Study Process
This study was organized into four phases that were framed by a public engagement 
process, and designed to generate a new vision for not only the Mission site itself, but its 
role within the broader community, in collaboration with a broad range of partners and 
stakeholders.

Phase One:  Understanding and Background Review
Phase one began with a project initiation conference call in May 2012, where the 
consulting team met with the primary client contact to review the project history, time 
lines, deliverables, and protocol for the study.  It was determined that a full steering 
committee would be struck after the consulting team visited the community in June.  A 
list of key project partners and stakeholders was provided, in order to help the team 
acquire background information, previous studies, and base mapping.  

Study Commission
This report was prepared by Ekistics Planning and Design, in association with Tom 
Gribbin, TM Solutions Inc, Rayleen Hill Architecture + Design with George Rogers, and is 
the culmination of a six month long iterative planning and design process commissioned 
by the Government of Nunatsiavut, in partnership with the Agvituk Historical Society, 
Parks Canada, and the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador.  

The resulting Hopedale Mission Adaptive Reuse Master Plan is reflective of the ideas 
and community dialogue heard throughout this project.  The vision for the plan 
came into focus during a series of stakeholder interviews and public engagement 
where participants identified and agreed upon the primary values of the site, and the 
critical community needs it’s reuse could address.  The need for the Community, the 
Government of Nunatsiavut, Parks Canada, the Agvituk Historical Society, the Inuit 
Community Government and the various stakeholders to come together and work 
collectively towards similar goals was seen as the best way to move a vision forward.  
This collection of voices ultimately spoke to the need for a plan that would allow the 
community to champion their ideas and vision for the site, ensuring its relevancy and 
longevity in the future.
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Phase Two:  Community Needs Assessment
While the site itself has been recognized for its national historical significance, this is 
undoubtably a place that belongs to the community of Hopedale, and as such is integral 
to many aspects of daily life.  As such, when considering the future potential of the 
site, it is essential that the primary focus rest on the needs and desires of the Hopedale 
community.  In working to better understand those needs and wants, a multi-faceted 
community engagement program was developed that consisted of personal interviews, 
focus groups, a public meeting, and an online survey.  Through these forums, the 
community of Hopedale was encouraged to provide direction and input into the study 
process.  

SITE ASSESSMENT
In June 2012, members of the study team flew to Hopedale for an intensive three day 
visit and site assessment.  During their stay, the team met with many community 
members, explored the buildings and site in great detail, and visited other key locations 
in Hopedale.  

BACKGROUND REVIEW & ADAPTIVE REUSE CASE STUDY RESEARCH
In order to distill a clear vision for the future, it is important to understand the past.  In 
the early stages of the project, the design team completed a comprehensive background 
review and research project, to better understand the history of the site, and to learn 
from other relevant adaptive reuse projects.  Previous studies and past writing on 
the site and community were reviewed, to better understand the unique context of 
Hopedale.  Three case studies were completed, to learn from other jurisdictions and 
apply best practices to the restoration of the Hopedale Mission.  This background 
research provided a strong foundation upon which to base the subsequent phases of the 
project.

IDENTIFICATION OF PRELIMINARY HERITAGE VALUES
Prior to visiting Hopedale, a set of preliminary heritage values were identified, arising 
largely from Parks Canada’s commemorative integrity statement for the site.  These 
values were identified early on in the process to use as a starting point for the 
community engagement, and were ultimately refined based on the outcomes of that 
process.  
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT FORUM & FOLLOW-UP
The Design Team met with the community during the June 2012 site visit, including a 
heritage values workshop held on Tuesday, June 19th, 2012.  A number of community 
members attended, including those with a special relationship with the Church.  The 
design team also joined community elders for a special lunch, where they shared many 
of their memories of the Moravian Church and spoke about a vision for the future.  Upon 
their departure from Hopedale, additional follow up interviews were completed to add 
further depth and understanding to the emerging picture of the community needs.

REFINEMENT OF KEY VALUES
Following completion of the community engagement in Hopedale, and follow up 
information gathering and interviews in the weeks after the visit to the Village, a refined 
set of key heritage values were developed, and these were reviewed with the steering 
committee, prior to development of a framework plan for the site.  

Phase Three:  Conceptual Planning
The conceptual planning took the work completed to articulate the site’s key heritage 
values together with the community needs assessment and background research, to 
develop a comprehensive usage program for the site.  Using the community needs 
as the focal point, the program is based upon an economic development model that 
balances the need for fiscal viability against the importance of cultural enhancement & 
heritage preservation. 

SITE PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT & FUNCTIONAL PLAN
The proposed program of uses for the site emerged from the community engagement, 
needs assessment, and stakeholder interviews.  The resulting program is designed to 
be dynamic, multi-faceted, and adaptable, serving the community needs over the long 
term while maintaining a significant emphasis on the history and cultural heritage of the 
site.  Using the program as a guide, a functional plan was created that articulated the 
proposed uses physically on the site. The program and framework plan were reviewed 
with the steering committee prior to completion of the draft plan.  

Phase Four:  Adaptive Reuse Master Plan
Based on the outcomes of the preceding phases, a full draft plan was developed 
and presented to the steering committee on Friday, October 12th, 2012.  After the 
presentation, the plan was shared with the broader community, for their review and 
input.  Revisions and refinements will incorporated into the production of this final 
document.  
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This chapter provides a summary of the existing socioeconomic, physical, and historic 
aspects of the project and community, in order to develop a better understanding of 
their influence on the overall plan.  For the plan to be specific to the unique needs 
and aspirations of Hopedale, it is necessary to have a strong grounding in the history 
and culture of this community.  It is these building blocks that provide the contextual 
rationale for the resulting adaptive reuse master plan.  

ILLUMI 
SANAJAUGIALET

BUILDING BLOCKS

2
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Community Profile
Traditionally known as the ‘Place of Whales”, Hopedale is one of five Labrador Inuit 
Communities that comprise the Labrador Inuit Settlement Areas, under the Government 
of Nunatsiavut.  While Inuit seasonal encampments had been occurring in the area for 
many hundreds of years, the first permanent settlers were the Moravian Missionaries 
in 1782.   The presence of the Moravians initiated a fundamental shift in Inuit life and 
culture, leading to the eventual settlement of a permanent Town.  The Town of Hopedale 
was officially incorporated in 1969, and following the ratification of the Labrador Inuit 
Land Claim Agreement, became the legislative centre of the Nunatsiavut Government.  
In 2011, the total population of Hopedale was 556, an increase from the 2006 population 
of 530, with a community median age of 28.8.

A Historic Overview
The history of Hopedale dates back to the early 1780s.  Prior to the arrival of a group of 
Moravian settlers in 1782, the local Inuit populations had lived a predominantly nomadic 
lifestyle, settling to winter and summer encampments that followed traditional hunting 
patterns.  The Inuit were accustomed to occasional encounters with Europeans, as 
Spanish Basque whale hunters began arriving in Labrador as early as 1530.  However, 
these early interactions often lead to conflict as opposed to trade, and relations were 
strained and fraught with tension.    

By the late 1770s, with two previously established missions at Nain and OKak, Moravian 
leader Jens Haven began actively looking for a third settlement.  He settled on a 
location near the existing seasonal Inuit encampment of Arvertok.  An experienced 
missionary familiar with the Labrador Inuit, Jens Haven was able to communicate the 
peaceful intentions of the Moravians and mitigate potential hostilities.   Interestingly, the 
Moravians purchased land for the settlement, and began construction of the foundation 
for the first building, the Church.  The Moravians renamed Arvertok Hoffental, which in 
German meant Hopedale.

Study Area2.1
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The establishment of the mission was not without its challenges.  In the early days, Inuit 
were reluctant adopters of Christianity, and the very nature of their traditional way of life 
worked against the Moravian’s intentions.  Although good relationships existed between 
the Inuit community and the Moravians for trade, few Inuit were keen to subscribe to 
the new Religious ideology.  However, by the early years of the nineteenth century, 
a period of ‘religious enthusiasm’ emerged in Hopedale, leading many community 
members to embrace the Moravian’s Christian beliefs.  

Eventually, as the ‘spiritual awakening’ of the Inuit community expanded, so too did the 
Hopedale mission site.  The three established mission settlements eventually grew to 
integrate almost all the local Inuit population.  This period of ideological change brought 
forth many other significant changes to the Inuit lifestyle.  In addition to encouraging 
settlement around Hopedale (and the associated abandonment of traditional nomadic 
patterns), the Moravians brought formal education and music to the Labrador Inuit.  
One of the earliest priorities of the Moravians was the translation of religious and 
musical text into Inuktitut and the development of a written language for the Inuit.  The 
Moravians also brought European music to Hopedale, and the Inuit began to learn the 
music of Haydn and Bach while the composers were still alive.  

The Moravians provided religious instruction, schools, food, clothing, rifles, able-bodied 
employment and some relief for the Inuit whose income was derived from seasonal 
hunting and fishing. This influence over the lifestyle and traditions of the community 
continued until the 1920s, while the mission functioned as a critical supply and trading 
post.  During the early twentieth century, the Moravian Church became overextended 
worldwide, and consequently began to enact a policy of retrenchment.  This policy, in 
combination with the political and economic unrest of the 1910s and 1920s lead to the 
hand over of trade responsibilities to the Hudson’s Bay Company.  Throughout the mid 
and latter half of the twentieth century, the Moravian influence in Labrador continued to 
dwindle until 1990, when the church was no longer considered a formal mission.  
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Modern Hopedale
After the 1920s, the Moravians were no longer the exclusive suppliers of the mission 
station at Hopedale. All trading rights and stores were leased to the Hudson Bay 
Company from 1926 to 1942, at which time they were taken over by the Department of 
Natural Resources of the Government of Newfoundland. The responsibility of supplying 
Hopedale in 1951 came under the jurisdiction of the Department of Public Welfare.  At 
this time, construction of a United States military radar unit began which was one of a 
number of such DEW Line units built in Labrador at this time. As a result, the traditional 
& quiet village became a large, thriving community, with regular employment and higher 
wages improving the standard of living. After 1958, many of the jobs associated with the 
construction of the radar site ended and employment was again found in the seasonal 
rounds of hunting and fishing. In 1965, approximately 43% of the labour force was 
employed in fishing and the remaining workforce was made up of laborers, carpenters, 
construction workers, service-industry workers, hunters and guides.

Today, modern Hopedale is a vibrant community of over 500 residents.  The 
administrative capital for the Nunatsiavut Government, Hopedale has a new school, new 
Assembly building, and a relatively stable population.  The local economy is supported 
by Governmental activities, resource extraction, tourism, and the school system.  In 
addition, many families still follow a traditional lifestyle through hunting & fishing.

Background Review
In order to better determine where the adaptive reuse master plan should go, it is 
important to understand where the site and the entire community are coming from.  As 
part of this understanding, background reading and research was conducted, to learn not 
only the history of the Moravians in Labrador, but also the history of the Inuit Peoples 
themselves.  In looking towards future opportunities for the site, a best practices review 
for architectural adaptive reuse was undertaken, along with three case studies that span 
a spectrum of historic to economic vibrant redevelopment initiatives.  This background 
review laid a strong foundation for the subsequent phases of the project.  

Summary of Relevant Research
A number of key resources were consulted during the background review, to expand on 
the team’s overall understanding of the context of the site and the community.
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HOPEDALE MISSION SITE MANAGEMENT PLAN (PARKS CANADA, 
2012)
The Hopedale Moravian Mission site has been identified by Parks Canada as a National 
Historic Site, based on its significant impact on Canadian, and specifically Labrador Inuit 
history and culture.  Parks Canada has developed a commemorative integrity statement, 
outlining the rationale for the site’s designation, and provides guidance for the stories 
and information it should communicate.  In order to best understand the future 
opportunities and capabilities for the site, it is essential to thoroughly understand the 
intent of the commemorative integrity statement, and how it sets the heritage values 
for the site.

Statement of Commemorative Intent
The statement of commemorative intent, as outlined in the Hopedale Mission National 
Historic Site of Canada Management Plan is:

 Hopedale Mission was designated a national historic site in 1970.  The reasons for 
national significance, as derived from the 1999 Board minute are:
•	 It symbolizes the interaction between the Labrador Inuit and Moravian Missionaries, 

and,

•	 Singularly and collectively, the mission buildings are fine representative examples of 
Moravian Mission architecture in Labrador.

The intention of this statement is to create an overarching conceptual framework for 
the site’s current and future uses and management.  In the context of this project, it 
will provide the baseline for establishing a series of heritage values upon which to 
quantitatively evaluate future site uses and development scenarios.

HOPEDALE:  THREE AGES OF A COMMUNITY IN NORTHERN 
LABRADOR (CAROL BRICE-BENNETT, 2003)
Carol Brice-Bennett is one of the leading authorities on Hopedale, and her book 
outlines not only the history of the Community, but provides insight into the modern 
context.  The book breaks the history of the community into three distinct time periods, 
each corresponding to a sense of identity for Hopedale and its people.  This analogy 
influenced the development of the overarching vision for this adaptive reuse master 
plan, in addition to laying down a strong historical framework.

TIL WE MEET AGAIN:  MORAVIAN MUSIC IN LABRADOR (2012)
Tom Gordon’s wonderful documentary on the rich traditional of Moravian Music in 
Labrador also provided context to the development of this project.  Understanding 
the connection between the Inuit and the Moravian Musical traditions is an essential 
element in understanding how the Community values the Mission site itself.  

PREVIOUS SITE STUDIES
Additional background research was completed, reviewing a number of past studies on 
the site.  These materials included work completed by Parks Canada on the Provisions 
Building, management plans for other historic sites in Newfoundland & Labrador, and 
various in-depth economic studies on the restoration of Hebron.
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Hebron
The Hebron Mission is one of a series of missionary sites established by the Moravians 
during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century.  Founded in 1831, the mission’s 
establishment led to the settlement of the community by a number of formerly nomadic 
Inuit families.  Conditions in the community were challenging, and illness was rampant.  
By the mid-1950s, Moravian leaders were seriously considering the closure of the 
mission.  This eventually occurred in 1959, resulting in the forced relocation of 58 Inuit 
families.

Designated a National Historic Site in 1976, the surviving elements of Hebron Mission 
consist of a long interconnected series of buildings, that include the church, mission 
house, and store. The original architecture reflects the Germanic traditions of the 
Moravians, typified by the steep, elongated roof, small dormer window and cupola.   
Other structures that originally formed part of the complex have been lost over time.  
Similar to Hopedale, Hebron has been declared a national historic site because it 
represents a fine example of traditional Moravian mission architecture, and it was a 
site that provided religious instruction to the local Inuit and was also an educational, 
commercial and medical centre for the area.  Many, if not all of the mission buildings are 
believed to have been prefabricated in Germany and shipped to the Labrador coastline 
for erection.  The presence of the Moravians in Hebron, as in Hopedale, vastly altered 
the traditional lifestyle of the Labrador Inuit.  

The ongoing restoration of the Hebron site is presently being undertaken by the 
Government of Nunatsiavut, with funding support from the Province of Newfoundland 
and Labrador.  Restoration and interpretation initiatives include three monuments 
dedicated to an apology for the relocation, the names of those forced to leave, and a 
letter accepting the apology.   Current visitation to the site is limited due to the distances 
and isolation, but includes visitors to Torngat National Park, and several northern cruise 
ships.   The Hebron example is interesting, because the restoration efforts are being 
undertaken without the expectation of recoupment from external sources.  Rather, it is 
an investment motivated by the historical and cultural opportunity that may otherwise 
be lost. 

Case Studies
As part of the background research, three case studies were completed, each exploring 
a different aspect of adaptive reuse and economic development along a spectrum of 
emphasis.   The examination of Hebron focused on a restoration that took place because 
of its inherent value, with less focus on the economic return on investment.  Battle 
Harbour provides an example of an adaptive reuse program that is able to generate a 
level of economic input, and Fogo Island is an architectural wonder that is revitalizing the 
local community, without the need for adaptive reuse.  Each of these three case studies 
provided valuable context and inspiration for the Hopedale master plan.  
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Battle Harbour
The Village of Battle Harbour is a living commemorative village and tourism attraction 
located off the southeastern coast of Labrador.  Originally settled in the 1770s as a 
location for processing salt fish, a thriving community was eventually established that 
was once considered the capital of Labrador.
The collapse of the fishery following numerous years of relocation lead to the eventual 
decline of the community.  Designed a National Historic Site in 1995, and a designated 
National Historic District in 1997, the modern iteration of Battle Harbour came into 
existence after a dedicated and thorough six year restoration project.  
Re-conceptualized as a living commemorative experience, visitors to Battle harbour can 
enjoy numerous sites, structures, buildings, and landscapes that have all been restored.  
Six of the buildings have been converted to overnight accommodations where visitors 
can experience the historic charm of the site.  Group retreats and workshops are also 
offered as part of the accommodation strategy for Battle Harbour.  Open seasonally 
from mid-June to mid-September, both day and overnight visitors are afforded a range of 
commemorative experiences on the Island.

The restoration work and ongoing management of the site is handled by a registered 
non-for-profit company, the Battle Harbour Historic Trust (BHHT).  Founded in 1990 in 
order to accept the donation of the property rights, the BHHT lead a capital campaign to 
fundraise for the restoration efforts.  Managed by a 15 member board of directors, the 
BHHT is committed to respecting and preserving the heritage of the site.  
Battle Harbour has clearly had some significant economic value for the local economy, 
and is intended to generate off-setting earned revenues.  However, it would likely 
operate at a loss if the full costs of the restoration had to be recuperated from the 
earned revenues of the site’s operations.  
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Fogo Island
Fogo Island is home to a contemporary arts experiment designed to concurrently 
revitalize the Island’s economy.  Bringing together arts, eco-tourism, and economic 
development, the Fogo Island project funds residency programs for artists, supports the 
production of art, and engages with locals to develop supporting enterprises.
Unlike either Hebron or Battle Harbour, there is not a historic component to the project 
on Fogo.  Rather it is entirely future forward, integrating modern architecture into the 
rugged coastal landscape.  Artists may apply for a funded residency program, staying 
in one of the four (soon to be six) artists studios.  The production program funds the 
creation of art projects, as well as supporting events and workshops on the Island that 
draw in visitors to the local economy.  In additional to the residency and production 
programs, the Fogo Island Inn is a boutique destination hotel for ecotourists, artists, 
and adventurers alike, bringing a high standard of hospitality, and hosting synergist art 
events such as film screenings and shows.

Funded by the Shorefast Foundation, a registered Canadian charity, Fogo Island bases its 
business model on the intention of using entrepreneurism to inspire economic growth 
for the community.   The third element to the Fogo Island project is a micro finance fund 
that provides loans to local residents.  Modeled after Bangladesh’s Grameen Bank, the 
micro finance fund directly supports local ingenuity, and has already had a measurable 
impact on the local economy.  The Shorefast Foundation was initiated by a generous 
benefactor, but now actively solicits funding to continue to expand the programs 
and opportunities on the Island.  Fogo Island is an example of a well-financed project 
benefitting from the good will of private sponsorship.  The resulting opportunities for the 
local community are significant and continue to evolve.
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Adaptive Reuse Best Practice
Adaptive reuse is quite simply the act of finding a new use for an old building. Usually 
these buildings are considered to have historic value and to be structurally sound 
enough that preservation is a worthwhile endeavor. The difference between historic 
preservation and adaptive reuse is that the latter is actually often used as a method for 
the former. Through an adaptive reuse of an existing building, the building can find new 
life in a community that will protect it from potential demolition or decay in the future. 

An adaptive reuse means bringing the building up to a use that is functional, habitable, 
comfortable, and meets modern building codes. This can take the form of varying 
degrees of intervention to the original building. Often the original building will have 
structural and environmental issues requiring proper envelope design for insulation 
and damp-proofing, lighting both natural and artificial, and acoustical, in order to 
make it comfortable to the users, and many times they will require reconfiguration 
to their interiors to allow them to optimally function for their new use. Although 
historical preservation is of great importance, the value of a building that meets today’s 
requirements with a modern understanding a building’s environmental impact, the 
increasing costs of maintenance and operations (lighting/heating/cooling), and occupant 
comfort must also be valued for successful adaptive reuse.

A successful adaptive reuse typically develops a contemporary program of uses that 
still respects the traditional heritage of the building.  By this method, the original 
building is largely kept intact and the new addition/intervention is clearly and easily 
understood from an architectural sense to the observer/user.  For example, to develop 
modern office space, new triple paned windows might replace the existing panes, so 
long as the configuration and design reflected the original historic character.  There are 
conflicting theories over whether any additions should be congruous with the old in 
scale, proportion, materials, or if the addition should be of its day and representative of 
current trends in architectural design.   Often the solution rests on finding middle ground 
between developing a new use that will breathe new life into a building and to also 
be sympathetic to the context of the larger site and the building specifically. It is this 
balance of “sweet and sour” that can allow the building to serve the community well for 
the next generation.

The most difficult challenge facing the Hopedale Adaptive Reuse project is trying 
to adapt a building that is wood frame and has modest proportions, especially with 
respect to floor-to-floor heights. Many precedents for adaptive reuse have been done to 
industrial/factory buildings that have high ceilings, large windows, and floor structures 
that were built to withstand heavy loading. These make ideal and easy conversions for 
adaptive reuse.
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Hopedale Mission Adaptive Reuse Master Plan:  Interview ListHopedale Mission Adaptive Reuse Master Plan:  Interview List

Steering CommitteeSteering Committee

Susan Nochasak Nunatsiavut Assembly Hopedale

Sarah Jensen Chair Moravian Church in Labrador

Dave Lough Government of Nunatsiavut

Wayne Piercy AngajukKak ( Mayor) , Hopedale 

Jerry Dick Director Heritage Government of NL, St John’s,

Rob Hingston Parks Canada

Hopedale Residents Role / Stakeholder Group

Martha Winters-Abel Hopedale

Marjorie Flowers Chapel Servant and Health official, Hopedale

Julianna Flowers Nunatsiavut Government Liaison Officer, Hopedale

Brian Flowers  Manager Infrastructure, Nunatsiavut Government 

Gus Semigak Heritage Carpenter

Patty Pottle Owner Amaguk Inn

Amos Onalik Hopedale

Andrew Piercy Elder, Hopedale

Kittora Abel Town Manager, Inuit Community Government

Judy Dicker Chapel Servant, Hopedale

Andrea Flowers Elder, Hopedale

Other Resource PersonsOther Resource Persons

Trudy Taylor- Walsh Parks Canada Manager National Historic Sites, Rocky Harbour, 

Joan Andersen Moravian Church , Makkovik

Hans Rollman  Moravian Historian , MUN

Jim Igloliorte Retired Judge, Board member Nunatsiavut Group of Companies, born in Hopedale, St John’s

Michelle Kinney Nunatsiavut Government, Health

Gordon Slade Board of Directors (Fogo Island & Battle Harbour)

Tom Sheldon Nunatsiavut Government, Environment

Reg Bowers Consultant

Tim McNeil Nunatsiavut Government, Economic Development

Francine Couture Nunatsiavut Government, Economic Development

Molly Shiwak Torngat Arts

Randy Letto Destination Labrador

Loretta Decker Parks Canada

Jim French Parks Canada

Jamie Brake Archeologist, Nunatsiavut Government

Keith Small Destination Labrador

Tom Gordon Memorial University Professor

Clara Flowers Student

Trevor Bell Memorial University Professor

Bishop Graff Moravian Bishop

Stakeholder Interview List2.2
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Base Map2.3
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Site Assessment
During the site visit in June 2012, a full assessment of the site and structures was 
completed by the study team.  The condition of the buildings was evaluated, a site 
analysis exercise was undertaken, and an extensive photographic record of the site was 
compiled.  

Landscape Assessment
The Moravians constructed their mission on a tract of land granted by the British 
Government, and symbolically purchased from the Inuit that was adjacent to the 
traditional winter village of Arvetok.  In addition to its proximity to a large seasonal 
settlement, the location was strategic in its orientation and access to the waterfront.  
The waterfront access was critical in the early days, as the majority of provisions and 
shipments arrived to the Moravians by boat.  The location was also adjacent to a 
freshwater stream, providing necessary drinking water to habitants.

Modern Hopedale has grown up around the site, and as such the community now 
accesses the church from the road along the northern boundary.  This access point 
effectively provides the site with two front doors, and makes servicing the site 
challenging, as there is no clear ‘back of house’.    Presently, the oil tanks are located 
adjacent to the Annex, which presents an obstacle for using the north garden as future 
gathering space.

Historically, there were brick walkways that connected the various buildings, but these 
have been overgrown or the bricks repurposed, and worn dirt paths now transect 
the site.  In general, the site is in fair condition, especially given that the landscaped 
areas are not typically used.  Painted white fencing delineates certain areas of the site, 
but specific runs are in need of reconstruction or repair.  The commemorative plaque 
indicating the designation as a National Historic Site is located adjacent to the main 
entrance to the Church.
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Site Analysis Plan2.4
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THE NORTH GARDENS
The north side of the site, or north gardens, provide the largest open space area of the 
Mission complex.  Entering the site from the north side, visitors must cut through to 
access the main Church entrance.  The north gardens feel a bit like the ‘back of house’ 
with the oil tanks immediately visible.  There is sufficient space for outdoor activities or 
programs, but the present condition does not facilitate community gathering.

The main door to the Provisions Building is accessed from the north gardens, and for 
large events, this space provides overflow parking for ATVs and skidoos.  On the west 
side of the Provisons Building, a large deck overlooks the site from up on top of the rock 
outcrop.  The exposure of this deck would make it a nice place to sit during summer 
months.

THE SOUTH GARDENS
The south side of the site, the waterfront side, connects the main Church entrance with 
the boardwalk and the Museum.  This is an important face of the site, as in links three 
key destinations, the Church, Museum, and waterfront.  Presently, the Museum lacks any 
signage, so any casual visitor to the site may miss this incredible asset.  A foundation 
remains on the site of the original Hudson’s Bay Store, and this is a key location, with 
primary views over the water and back towards the site.  
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THE WATERFRONT
Hopedale is a waterfront community, and is literally surrounding by the Labrador Sea 
on three sides.  However, locations where residents and visitors can actually touch the 
water are limited, due to the presence of a large seawall along the coastline from the 
airstrip into the centre of Town.  The mission site itself is located on the largest piece of 
publicly accessible waterfront, and this location affords it distinct advantages.  In addition 
to the prominence of the location, the waterfront access is a key gateway for visitors, 
and a key view from the other side of the bay.

A boardwalk connects from the site out towards a large rock outcrop were boats dock 
and cruise ship passengers typically disembark.  At the time of the initial site visit, 
the boardwalk was in poor condition, although funds and plans were in place for its 
restoration.  The board provides access to both the church entrance and to the Museum, 
although there is no directional signage for disembarking visitors.  In the summer, the 
bay is busy with boating activity, and in the winter the site can be accessed over the ice, 
and additional skidoo parking can be accommodated. 
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Architectural Assessment
A more detailed assessment of the condition and character of five of the site buildings 
was completed, the boat house, the Annex, the Mission House, the Provisions House, 
and the Church.  The Museum and Dead House were visited, but as the Museum has 
been largely restored, and the Dead House has a specific function,  limited assessment 
of their current condition was completed. 
 

PROVISIONS BUILDING / ROOF CONDITION
The Provisions Building was originally built as a storage building and it is still currently 
used for this function.  Ceiling heights on both floors are low. The ceiling height on the 
lower floor is especially low due to a temporary floor constructed above graded in order 
to protect potential artifacts that have yet to be properly excavated. The lower floor 
should probably continue to act as a storage facility. The upper floor, with direct access 
to a deck could make for an interesting programming opportunity. A significant amount 
of cedar roofing shakes are missing. Otherwise, the building, which had a substantial 
architectural review and upgrade in 2001 is in good condition.
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Architectural Assessment Plan2.5
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MISSION & ANNEX BUILDING
Within the Annex,  washrooms were installed within the last few decades (most likely 
the 1960s). The conditions are poor and these washroom areas should be removed or 
renovated. It was observed that the vent stack ends inside the building and does not 
extend out to the exterior of the building. This does not comply with building codes.
Along the ridge line of the Annex roof, slumping is evident.. The windows along the 
western face of the building are not level. It is suspected that this condition originates at 
the foundation of the building. The foundation of all the buildings consists of a shallow 
stone foundation with beams running along the width. Sandy soil in and around the 
foundations has been observed during the renovation to similar buildings in Hebron.  In 
order to properly assess and fix the slumping roof, the cladding will need to be removed 
from the roof to the foundation. Flooring in this area should also be removed to assess 
the condition of the beam. It is suspected that the beam has rotted and needs to be 
replaced. 

The existing connection between the Church and the Mission House acts as a link,  
joining the main floor of the Church to the second storey of the Mission House.  Archival 
photographs of “the Link” show that it originally was designed to span the upper floor, 
with an open access below. The walls on the lower floor were built more recently; 
however the ground floor connection is in poor condition and is difficult to access. The 
lower level does not connect to the Church and does not provide any clear benefit in its 
present configuration. 

Boat House Floor Boards2.7

Breezeway “Link”2.8

Existing Washroom Condition2.6
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WINDOW CONDITIONS
The existing wood windows have had an exterior storm windows installed. These storm 
windows are made of a polycarbonate material, and have become largely opaque in 
recently years, likely due to salt air on the water-side of the building. In many areas, 
plastic has installed on the interior of the windows likely to reduce heat loss. The lack 
of visual transparency from the building out to the surrounding landscape definitely 
impacts the experience of users.  
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CHURCH
The church is currently used in the community as both a sacred space and as a 
community room. The interior church floor has a significant slump effecting an 
approximately 100 square foot area. Much like the conditions creating the roof line sag, 
it is anticipated that the existing floor beam has rotted or the stone foundation that the 
beam rests on has moved. The floor boards exhibit a long straight cut along this area, 
perhaps signifying that this area has been under review previously. In order to diagnose 
the problem, the floor boards will need to be removed in order to view the condition of 
the floor beam and the foundation wall that it is sitting on. 

The Church does not currently have Barrier-Free ramp access.  Traditionally, the north 
entrance to the Church was a dedicated entry for Women; the Men used the south 
entrance.  The north entry provides a long wall that would provide the best opportunity 
for a barrier-free path of travel with minimal disruption to the heritage quality of the 
building facades. The new barrier free access will also aid in the transfer of coffins from 
the Dead House to the Church for funeral ceremonies.  Through conversations with 
long-time local residents, it was conveyed that while coffins traditionally remained in the 
Dead House during funerary ceremonies by the Moravians, now coffins are transported 
into the building at the main entry (the traditional men’s entrance), which causes issues 
related to the turning radius of the coffin into the church.  
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More modern duct work at the back of the Church significantly reduces the character of 
the main sanctuary area. The duct work is notable in size and scale and no effort has 
been made to conceal it or integrate it more effectively into the original architecture. 
Residents of the area also stated that to heat the church was a significant expense that 
relegates use of the church to only one day a week through the winter months. New 
mechanical systems, insulation and windows could help increase the thermal comfort of 
this space. 

THE MUSEUM
In 2001, a significant renovation was made to the building that is now the Museum. It 
possesses an impressive display of artifacts and interpretation from the site, and it is a 
popular destination for visitors who are aware of its existence. The building’s exterior is 
similar to the other buildings on site, with no signage and it is quite possible that many 
visitors or even some community residents do not know of its presence.  Likely due to 
low visitation rates, the Museum has no set operating hours, and in the event that casual 
visitors arrive to the site, they may not be able to access this valuable heritage resource.  

THE BOAT HOUSE
The Boat House is to the west of the main Moravian Mission site. It is in good condition 
from the exterior, however the interior shows a significant amount of recent repair with 
new boards throughout.  The boathouse is challenging in terms of its physical and visual 
separation from the site, and this disconnection was evidenced by the fact that many 
of the key project stakeholders have never visited the boathouse themselves.  Future 
uses for this building are plentiful, but overcoming the separation from the main site will 
continue to be the primary challenge to development of this resource.  
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Visitor & Market Analysis
The key to the restoration of the Hopedale Mission is developing a range of programs 
and facilities that increase the activity on the site in general, within individual buildings 
(including the boat house), and expand the site’s relevance and connection within the 
community.   The connection with the community needs to focus not only on current 
parishioners to the Church, but the broader population of residents; most especially 
youth who lack a historic connection to the site.  

Already working towards these goals, the Mission has a core group of committed 
volunteers within the Church and through the Agvituk Historical Society that use the site 
for a number of social gatherings from youth related activities such as the Boys and Girls 
Brigade to community events such as weddings and funerals.  As well, the Mission and 
its preservation, protection, and use are of high interest to the Nunatsiavut Government, 
the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, and Parks Canada.

All stakeholders recognize the importance of this site to the history and formation of 
the community of Hopedale and there is a general consensus that fundamental to 
preserving and protecting the site is adherence to a strategy of adaptive re-use.   Under 
this premise, these historic buildings find contemporary uses that respect the heritage 
of the site, while supporting and fulfilling the needs of the community and creating 
opportunities for capacity building for the people of Hopedale.

The goal of the business case, therefore, is to develop a suite of services targeting 
market segments that will drive activity to the complex, so that, through these activities 
and site uses, revenue is generated, helping to ensure the ongoing preservation of the 
Mission site.  

In the case of the adaptive re-use plan, there are two main categories of activity: 
•	 The activities of the Church and fulfillment of its mission and mandate, and;

•	 Activities that will be based within other buildings on the overall site. 
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As noted throughout this report, the activities of the Church will continue, with the 
sustainability of this program based on the status quo. For example, revenues will 
continue through the donations of parishioners who worship at the Church, through 
visitors to the Museum, funding through special projects, and though support of the 
Moravian Church of Newfoundland and Labrador.  

Consequently, the key primary assumption that underlies the proposed program for the 
site is that the Church, its space and its activities are sacred.   While the Church building 
itself shall benefit from the restoration efforts directed at the site, the adaptive reuse 
program will focus on the Mission House, Annex, Boathouse and Provisions Building, as 
well as the surrounding landscape.  

The principle source of return for any building or facility is through the payment of 
rent. This can be in the form of a monetary payment, such as a monthly payment 
made by a tenant, or alternatively an equivalent to rent that does not need to be 
paid (or is discounted from what would be the case) if the occupant is also the owner.   
Accordingly, the main revenue stream for the adaptive re-use strategy will be rental 
income generated though the provision of space to various potential clients, user groups, 
and community initiatives.  There is also a potential for earned revenues though the 
provision of various funded or fee-based programs designed for specific segments of the 
community.  A final source of self-generated/earned revenues may exist in the provision 
of various services that target facility tenants, such as centralized business services.

Target Markets 
To assess the revenue opportunities in detail, it is necessary to review the market 
segments that may exist or have emerged during the study.   With its remote location, 
short tourism season, and, from a historical perspective, a subsistence-based economic 
foundation, commercial markets for contemporary service-based industries in 
Hopedale are relatively limited today, when compared to more accessible and populous 
communities to the south. 

This is not to say that Hopedale is void of industry. There are a number of commercial 
and industrial operations, including retail/wholesale distribution, tourism services, 
manufacturing (including commercial cutting of stone for counter top/monument/
commercial applications), as well as traditional arts and crafts.  Still, with a relatively 
isolated population of 556 (2011 Census), the local market cannot be relied upon to 
ensure the sustainability of the Mission complex: both local and non-resident markets 
are target markets. 

Of course, the Church’s main role will prevail throughout the adaptive reuse: it will 
remain a place of worship for the Hopedale parishioners of the Moravian Church of 
Newfoundland-Labrador. As well, the museum will continue in its important role as 
established by the Agvituk Historical Society. Therefore, the target markets for the 
Mission complex will include the following:
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GATHERING PLACE FOR YOUTH.  
Nearly one third of Hopedale’s population is below 20 years of age (33%) and the 
majority (54%) is younger than the age of 30 years. The consultation revealed an 
interest and a need in providing opportunity for mentorship and youth engagement. The 
Mission could provide the venue for this engagement to take place, bridging linkages 
with school-based co-op programming.   For example linkages with College of the North 
Atlantic (CONA), or Memorial University could provide opportunities for entrepreneurship, 
business development, or skilled trade apprenticeships, which in turn could provide 
capacity building, educational opportunities for youth, as well as support the Mission 
in its restoration efforts.  Other youth-oriented programming could supports the 
preservation of the community’s heritage and culture (e.g., drum dancing, recording oral 
history from Elder storytelling, mentorship for wilderness guiding, traditional crafts, etc.).

GATHERING PLACE FOR ELDERS.  
According to the 2011 Census, no one in Hopedale is above the age of 80 years, only 5% 
of Hopedale’s population is above the age of 60 years, and only 21% is above the age 
of 50 years. The consultation revealed an interest and a need in providing opportunity 
for Elders to assemble and share stories, traditional knowledge, and history with the 
youth of Hopedale. The relatively small number of community Elders provides a sense of 
urgency to involving this segment of the population in the lives of the youth in particular, 
but also in the preservation of the area’s history, culture, and traditional knowledge.  
The Mission site should become a gathering place where Elders meet youth of the 
community and work with them to preserve traditional Inuit skills, language, and 
knowledge.   The youth could also be involved in programs to record and document the 
oral history and stories of their Elders.   There are a number of examples where youth 
have been successfully involved in recording the history of Elders, including an example 
in Nunavut as well as in Nain, NL. These skills could be leveraged to develop a project or 
projects in Hopedale, especially given the rich resources of the Hopedale Museum, or the 
ongoing content development for the Cultural Centre in Nain.  
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NUNATSIAVUT GOVERNMENT OFFICES
The creation and construction of Nunatsiavut, with Hopedale as the Capital of this new 
government, has brought a range of development activities and commerce.  From 
construction activity to the development of a suite of service-based industries to the 
future relocation and consolidation of resources in Nunatsiavut, there is significant 
growth potential to be leveraged.  As part of solidifying Nunatsiavut’s self-government 
for the northern communities of Labrador, public administrative offices that are 
currently located in Goose Bay will be transitioned to Hopedale.   As this occurs, there 
will be a number of pressures on the infrastructure in Hopedale, including both living 
accommodations as well office space.   

In the short-term, this migration of administrative functions to Hopedale is expected 
to put pressure on available office and meeting space.  At the same time, there are 
community-based private sector operators who will also be interested in providing 
either office/meeting space or rentable living spaces, or both. The adaptive re-use of 
the Mission complex provides an opportunity to accommodate this growth through the 
provision of much needed office space. In this vision, the Mission complex could become 
the venue for Nunatsiavut Government, particularly those offices whose mandates 
include tourism, culture, economic development, training and other similar services.  
These uses have a certain synergy with the mandate of the Mission site, and would 
be enhanced by the prominent place the Mission occupies in the community, and the 
authenticity and history that is conveyed though the commanding site.   Rather than 
complete with existing local business ventures, the Mission should distinguish itself 
as a unique offering, providing much needed business incubation space for emerging 
entrepreneurs. 
 

LOCAL BUSINESSES USE AND BUSINESS INCUBATION SERVICES
As the Nunatsiavut Government continues to build capacity and develop the region’s 
economy, there will be a growing need for space to accommodate this emergent 
business activity. The Mission complex is well suited to provide this space to the 
community of Hopedale, as a facility to house both locally based enterprises, as well 
as a space to host non-resident businesses who are working in the region and need to 
establish a presence or would benefit from access to temporary office space. 
In the simplest form, the Mission complex offers space for rent. In more involved 
scenarios, the Mission offers space for rent along with pooled office related services, 
such as shared IT services, reception, word processing, etc.  The advantage of these 
services, to both new or emerging locally based companies as well as non-resident 
companies operating on term projects, is that they do not have to develop the support 
services as individual companies but rather share this service under contract through the 
Mission administration. 

This business centre model could itself become one of the avenues to incubate the 
development of this expertise locally – so that the “business” of providing the business 
centre services is something that can be spun-off to members of the community to 
operate. 
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TRAVEL MARKETS
Tourism markets are also important to the sustainability of the Mission project. Non-
residents traveling to Hopedale arrive by sea through the coastal ferry/freighter (www.
labradorferry.ca), expedition cruise ships (e.g., www.oneoceanexpeditions.com), or on 
private yachts/vessels. Expedition cruise ships have become widely popular among 
those who enjoy cruising but desire more adventurous options that allow passengers a 
relatively high crew-to-passenger ratio, the comforts of high-quality accommodations, 
food services, and ship-board entertainment, while accessing some of the remote 
corners of the world. 

The overall trend toward massive floating hotels in the mainstream cruise industry has 
contributed to the affordability and accessibility of the niche expedition cruise sector 
by virtue of the fact than many of the smaller and older v-hulled cruise ships became 
available for adaptation into this segment of the market. The result is that these smaller 
vessels can take passengers into areas that are inaccessible to the larger vessels. Both 
private yachting and expedition cruises are becoming more common as the northern 
Atlantic and Arctic oceans become more open and accessible with ice melt. However, 
based on interviews with local officials, non-resident travel to Hopedale is estimated in 
the vicinity of 300 individuals; largely generated from two cruise stops per year. 
The second means  to travel to Hopedale is by air (e.g., www.airlabrador.com or private 
charter). There are several flights each day, all year long.  Interviews with local officials 
suggest that the majority of the air travel is residents of Northern Labrador traveling for 
a variety of purposes, from work along the coast, to visiting family members in other 
communities, to visiting more populous areas for medical and other services that may 
not be available locally. 

Other travelers to and from Hopedale include government officials such as Nunatsiavut 
government representatives and staff, local government officials, as well as federal 
and provincial officials. Additionally, there has been an increasing number of individual 
contractors and consulting services providers, some working under contract with various 
levels of government on various projects, others working on some of the major projects 
in the region (e.g., Voiseys Bay). 
While the ‘business’ segment of travelers is less likely to be interested in the history 
of the mission (relative to ‘pleasure travelers’ on an expedition cruise ship), their 
project work may require short to medium term longing at the local Inn or other 
accommodations that may be available for rent and their work may require a base of 
operation from which to run an office (either independently or augmented through an 
operating business service centre).
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Strengths & Weaknesses
The rational for the adaptive reuse master plan for the Hopedale Mission site is based on 
a multi-faceted approach, considering site history and heritage value, community need, 
and economic development.  There are a number of key strengths and weaknesses for 
the site that will impact the master plan, and their implications must be understood prior 
to moving forward.  

Weaknesses
•	 Visitor Traffic is Minimal.

•	 The Visitor Season is Short.

•	 Critical Mass of Visitor Services has never existed or been planned for.  Overcoming 
this will occur in the longer term but planning is needed and the potential is wide 
open.  

•	 Visitors to the area arrive fully self-sufficient – this is to be expected but the 
subsistence economy (by its very nature) leaves little surplus goods and services for 
‘export’ or consumption by those who visit the region.

•	 There are few retail/service outlets within the community to purchase locally 
produced goods and services.

•	 The Local Population Base is small (pop. 555) so that the purchasing power of the 
local market to support enterprises located in the Mission is limited.

•	 The accessibility of Hopedale is challenging, particularly in the winter months.  

•	 There is potential that the Mission program’s could be seen as competing with 
existing local businesses.

•	 Travel within Hopedale can be tricky (i.e. you can’t just walk from the airport into 
Town, no taxis, not wheelchair accessible)

•	 Lack of existing capacity to champion larger scale aspects of the project.

•	 Interpretive content is not being developed or expanded, although there is a lot of 
material still remaining on site.  

•	 The capacity of local businesses to provide service for revenue is very limited.

•	 The hospitality is high and the friendliness of the people is apparent, but it is 
challenging to buy crafts locally or very many other services.

•	 The one hotel offers food services around a limited schedule, targeting mostly non-
resident government officials and related business travelers: locals do not seem to 
eat there.

Like other new governments, systems and processes are often developed by leveraging 
expertise from other jurisdictions. Those selected as advisors need to work to ensure 
that the direction given is placed in the proper context so that solutions and strategies 
are appropriate to the needs of the community. It is always a risk that strategies from 
one jurisdiction are taken and applied in the context of Hopedale before there is a full 
level of understanding of what elements are workable and what are not.
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Strengths
Perhaps the most significant strength is that the Nunatsiavut Government has chosen 
Hopedale as its capital, building upon its historic role as the gathering place for Inuit 
on the Labrador Coast.  The completion of the newly constructed Assembly Building 
signifies that commitment, and plans to migrate government offices will further enhance 
the evolution of Hopedale. 
This development will create a market opportunity in Hopedale for servicing these 
Nunatsiavut Government officials, as well as their families, and the associated meetings/
visitations that will take place related to the business of government. The level of 
activity is also expected to increase the level of attention on Hopedale and support a 
broader level of awareness of the community.  
Other strengths and opportunities include:
•	 The Labrador Coast, and its communities, are already stopping places for adventure 

tourism. This includes cruise ships,  as well as private mega-yachts from as far away 
as Europe and the Caribbean. The level of traffic is expected to continue to increase 
as the Northwest Passage becomes increasingly accessible to a broader spectrum of 
vessels that no longer require reinforcement to deal with ice. 

•	 Opportunity for Interpretation / Experiences – There are a number of cultural, 
historic, and natural features that contribute to the region’s many opportunities to 
generate interpretive programming and an array of experiential things to “see and 
do”. This includes cultural and religious tourism opportunities (associated with the 
Mission) to Military Tourism in relation to the former DEWline site, as eco-tourism 
and adventure travel.  

•	 Developing Government Infrastructure – which will continue to draw into the region 
federal and provincial government officials, workers, consultants, etc.

•	 Mineral extraction/industrial development which will create the potential for local 
accumulation of wealth as workers benefit from more full-time and high-pay wage 
based employment opportunities, and as companies use housing strategies that 
support the development of existing communities (promote centralizing housing in 
existing communities) rather than work-camps.

•	 Opportunity to leverage the Mission and the planned recreation center to engage 
youth and elders for community-based social and cultural programming.  

•	 The development of infrastructure and institutions in Hopedale will continue to 
attract settlement in the Community.  

•	 Latitude and the resulting hours of sunlight during tourist season means opportunity 
for longer or expanded outdoor activities.  

•	 Synergies with new Nain Cultural Centre and Torngat National Park.  These 
attractions will bring more people into Labrador, how can Hopedale capture some of 
that traffic?

•	 Current federal government seems to be focusing on the North – opportunities to 
capture more ephemeral funding?

•	 Breadth of stakeholders who are interested and engaged with the site, and keen to 
make something happen.

•	 Mission Complex could provide a cradle for the current interest and expansion of 
Inuit cultural traditions and heritage. 

•	 Use of current and local expertise in heritage wooden structures to ‘incubate’ small 
and local heritage building contractors. 

•	 Youth summer programs to support and encourage community development and the 
acquisition of real world knowledge.

•	 The Church would , once again, become a more central as part of a lively, ‘alive’ 
central village environment. The role of the Church as a component of community 
life would be more visible and possibly grow stronger as a result. 

A number of the proposals of this Report will depend upon a “champion”. It will be 
very useful to have such a person for the crafts workshop; the community gardens ; 
drumming/music/choir; even leadership in the continuing long-term development of this 
Plan. This is an opportunity for local entrepreneurial training EVEN offering outsiders 
‘residencies’ to lead and help re-establish in the community a lost cultural practice. 
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This chapter describes the physical layout, architectural renovations, content, and 
program that comprise the adaptive reuse master plan for the Hopedale Mission.  The 
physical plan arose from a combination of factors:  the public and stakeholder input 
received, the site and community needs assessment, the context of the commemorative 
integrity statement, and the economic development and governance model proposed.  
The intent of the plan is to balance historic sensitivity with future forward visioning, 
conservation with economic development;  all within the context of reconnecting the 
site to the community and meeting articulated community needs.   The plan is presented 
in terms of its overall vision, key areas and components, and overarching principles, 
through detailed graphics, illustrations, and text.  

PANNAIGUTIK

THE PLAN

3
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The vision for the site is future oriented, seeking to act as a catalyst for community 
growth and benefit, while still maintaining a necessary foot in the past.  The master plan 
seeks to revitalize and reinvigorate the site, returning it to its rightful place at the social 
and spiritual centre of the community, without detracting from its essential spiritual and 
heritage roles.  

PROJECT VALUES
•	 The building complex symbolizes the interaction between the Labrador Inuit and 

Moravian Missionaries.

•	  Individually and collectively the buildings are fine representative examples of 
Moravian Mission Architecture.

•	 At  the Hopedale Mission the modern Inuit of Labrador can explore their rich history 
and traditional knowledge, as well as appreciate the changes that occurred under the 
influence of the Moravians.

•	 Visitors and locals alike, in their use of the Mission Complex ,can appreciate the 
important role the Mission played and continues to play in the life of the community.  
The Church Building continues as a functioning place of worship and central role in 
the community’ spiritual life and is used by young and old alike.

•	 The landscape , setting and relationship of the site to its physical surroundings 
provides one, if not the only good public access to the water within the heart of the 
community.

•	 A considerable trove of artifacts still extant on the site are central to the memory 
and presentation of local cultural traditions.

•	 The grounds and waterfront have, historically been key to community life and still 
have great potential for gathering and activity.

Project Vision
The overarching vision for the project is based upon an analogy to the three identities 
of Hopedale.  The community is represented equally by the traditional winter village of 
Arvetok, the Moravian settlement of Hoeffental, and the modern Town of Hopedale, and 
the cultural influences of these three identifies permeate many aspects of daily life.  As 
such, a similar three pronged approach has been applied to the Hopedale Mission site, 
where the heritage of the site is balanced with the needs of the community and the 
environmental and economic case for long term sustainability.  This vision underlies all 
aspects of the master plan, and is articulated below by the project vision statement. 

Hopedale

Arvertok Hoffenthal

Heritage

Community Economy

Project Vision Statement 
•	 The Moravian Mission within the community of Hopedale will retain and build upon 

the historical and local cultural values of the built complex by being a modern and 
safe community ‘ place’.    

•	 It will become a place of learning and spiritual renewal; a place to demonstrate 
a renewed physical, economic and cultural growth ;  a practical and ‘living’ 
demonstration of a balanced and sustainable cultural and economic core to the 
community.  

•	  The Complex is a physical symbol of the interaction between the Inuit of Labrador 
and the Moravian Missionaries, which currently exists in the context of modern Inuit 
traditions, relationships, and culture.  
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Value Criteria Issues

Functionality

functional space

Space for Boys and Girls Brigade
Retain Church              
Need parking space - can have 150 - 200 in attendance                                                   
Receptions / Weddings / Funerals typically held in school, no space at 
the Mission site

Functionality
site access

Winter parking on ice                                                                                
Number of trucks in the Community increasing - need more space to 
accommodate them.Functionality

comfort of space
Drafts around doors and windows.                                                             
Improved heating and cooling of building

Functionality

structure
Is the floor strong enough to support new uses?  Visible sags.                        
Many windows have become opaque.

Functionality

Services
Past office space only had access to a composting toilet                                  

Social & Cultural

intrinsic value
Mostly to the oldest generation

Social & Cultural

spiritual / religious value
A smaller chapel for regular services

Social & Cultural

community gathering space
most activities take place in the school gym                                                   
concerns over the structure - is it space for gathering?                                     
current spaces not the appropriate size for various uses

Social & Cultural

meets the needs of specific community 
groups

arts / carving studio space for winter time                                               
other shop space (i.e. blacksmiths, boating, etc)                                           
serve different uses than the proposed recreation complex

Social & Cultural

cultural value

music teacher has left the community                                                            
boys and girls brigade use the church every Thursday                                    
need a place for traditional activities                                                         
functional & spiritual spaces required for funerals

Interpretive

highlights significance of desired 
interpretive messages

more material in general

Interpretive

consistent with desired interpretive 
messages

more material in general

Interpretive

other

re-enactments for tourists but also for youth                                              
pull together written material                                                             
encourage Americans who were posted at the base to return                     
(personal history travellers)

Value Criteria Issues

Tourism

desirable attraction

other potential attractions include clinic, school, assembly building, 
stone plant, cemetery                                                                       
most visitors spend majority of time at the Mission site                        
often activities like drumming displays happen at the school gym

Tourism

provides services to visitors
visitors for Northern Ranger have no transportation to the Mission site  
(shuttle service?)                                                                                                     
Place for a tea and a washroom

Tourism

tourism profile

Cruise ships dock 2 or 3 times/ year                                                    
Northern Ranger makes regular stops, but does not consider the 
tourism potential                                                                                 
more tourism information available (pamphlets)

Tourism

Studio space / craft shop space for the activity itself, as well as sales

Tourism

winter tourism skidoo trail to Goose Bay (8 hour trip)

Architecture

oldest wooden structures east of Quebec

Architecture

fine examples of Moravian architecture

Architecture

distinct from traditional built forms
Traditional Inuit Architecture - Sod House, intestines used as windows.

Architecture prefabricated buildingsArchitecture

Link between architecture & community
Fix the church architecturally and you fix it socially.

Architecture

Symbolism of the Steeple
230th celebration of the church                                                                        
bands and music being played in the cupola.

Architecture

History of construction
used to be a sawmill using the power of the stream                                     
brick pathways                                                                                               
wooden bridges

Environmental

first permanent settlement in Hopedale
Pre-moravian spiritual centre                                                                
Oldest habited church in North American                                      

Environmental

outdoor gathering space
Fall outdoor auction - fundraiser for the Church                                    
what gathering space?                                                                    
historical brick walkways

Environmental
heritage landscape

precedent for a community garden & greenhouse                                
issues of food security and access

Environmental

waterfront

seaplane dock until the 80s                                                                          
used to be a focal point for the community                                        
whale processing plant                                                                   

Post-Engagement Site Values3.1
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Framework Plan3.2
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Site Considerations User Groups Gift Shop / Studio Broader / Synergistic Activities Programs Partnerships

Parking area(s)

Youth: opportunity for mentorship, linkages with 
school-based co-op programming, program 
linkages with CONA (entrepreneurship, heritage 
restoration, etc.), youth government / model 
assembly, drum dancing, recording oral history 
from Elder storytelling, mentorship for guiding, etc.

place for local artisans to work and produce crafts, 
develop products during the year in preparation for 
the tourism season. In season, this becomes a 
venue for direct to consumer sales to visitors. 
During the off-season, local product is exhibited 
through the web and marketed via online sales, 
augmented with social media and blogs to talk 
about available product and production activities 
for the coming season’s sales. Torngat Arts and 
Crafts Inc. is a model we need to look at.

Kayaking/Overnight Camping: the opportunity for 
seasonal kayaking, tied in with overnight camping 
on offshore islands and / or linked with 
recreational fishing opportunities seems endless. 
Hopedale is surrounded by a series of islands that 
provide shelter from the Labrador Sea. Although 
the water is always very cold, appropriate gear 
and dress would allow more adventurous tourists 
with a spectacular opportunity to tour the coast 
either with a guide or with pre-programmed 
itinerary. Yurts could be located on various islands 
to create stopping places. The tours could be over 
night or longer or short 2 to full day excursions.

After school programs/boys and girls clubs
Leverage the mission to provide co-operative 
employment/training opportunities for youth

Welcome area / Welcome centre / visitor 
information centre / Staging area for welcoming 
visitors

Elders: Meeting/gathering place, place to meet 
youth of community, conduct mentorship activities, 
recording and documenting oral history (e.g., Inuit 
stories of residential school system, early 
settlement, etc. toward potential animated 
historical interpretation).

The shop is run from the mission site. Artists rent 
facilities (through earned revenues, grants, or 
funding - Nunatsiavut Government pays on 
artisans behalf as part of their economic 
development goals. 

Snowmobile/ATV rentals and tours: Labrador to 
Hopedale Northern Lights Snowmobile Tour

Seal skin boot making

Leverage the mission foundry to become the 
regional supplier of authentic hardware and 
fixtures to be used in other restoration projects 
within the region

Public / guest washrooms
Nunatsiavut Government Offices: Use of upper 
floors as offices for local business / the NV 
government, etc.

The shop is operated by local skilled and emerging 
artists. It will provide an opportunity for young 
people to learn a new craft, for older residents to 
pass along their knowledge of carving and 
production of art.  

Zip Line: There are many interesting views and 
elevation changes in and around Hopedale, 
including the sites formerly occupied by the 
Canadian and US military in support of the DEW 
line. These massive structures provide platforms 
for viewing the surrounding areas, and could be 
formalized as observation decks as well become 
the basis for zip line.

Punt / dory making

Leverage the site and the restoration of the site 
for the development of a locally based/regionally 
based qualified heritage carpenter: work with 
CONA to make this a certificate based program

Church zone
Local businesses/incubation: Use of upper floors as 
offices for local business / the NV government, 
etc., use of lower floors as ground floor retail

Production could focus on a range of products, 
from low cost/smaller items ( jewelry) suitable for 
traveling parties to easily pack, and offered at 
price points that are low to moderate. Bigger ticket 
items will leverage the web-site which will afford 
potential buyers an opportunity to see a piece 
prior to their travels so that they have some 
advanced knowledge of the opportunities to 
acquire an item. Craft items may include soapstone 
carving, wood carving, leather works, seal-skin 
boot/glove/hat making, drum making, painting, 
etc.

Rock climbing/tundra wilderness hiking
Farming/community gardening/subsistence 
farming

Destination Labrador

Kitchen / community kitchen / hosting visitors
Community Health & Social Programming Uses:  
Youth drop-in, Youth residence, Women’s shelter, 
etc.

Overnight camping Yurt Social Health and Wellness programs NFLD Government Heritage Division

Production zone: craft making /production Helicopter tours of the area Parks Canada
Business zone: incubation, government office 
rental / business office rental

Eco– trail ATV rides/hikes….  Guiding…  big game 
tracking (for photography)

Agvituk Historical Society

Longer-term suites Hunting / fishing excursions Student groups/youth groups
Garden/Greenhouse area Moravian Church
Focused program areas (i.e. youth, elders, 
community, visitor )
Interpretation (site installations, mapping, signage, 
etc)
Commercial areas: gift shop, visitor centre, dock / 
float, kayak touring, beer making
Space for Café / merchants / artisans / 
Waterfront development and dock/float
Use of existing foundation as a trading post or 
outdoor plaza area?
Exhibit space – whaling, medical, education, trade, 
human zoo, fishing, hunting, trapping, meal 
preparation
Site Wayfinding/signage

Site Program3.3
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The Master Plan
The master plan for the Mission Site integrates the proposed program of activities 
and uses together with the physical architectural restorations required, all within 
the framework of the overarching vision for the site.  The plan illustrated is the long 
term vision for the site, and will be ultimately achieved through a phased approach 
undertaking by the Community with support of the key stakeholders.  

The inspiration for some of the lines and shapes found in the plan arises from the 
traditional teepee stacking of firewood found in the Community.  This is a form that is 
somewhat unique to Hopedale, and is reflective of the Inuit traditions in the Community.  
The form is the inspiration for the art in the centre of the welcome plaza, and of the 
convergence of lines and angles within the landscape. 

THE CHURCH
The Church is the most sacred space on the site, both historically and in a contemporary 
context.  This is the space that most frequently used by the community, in spite of some 
of the challenging aspects of its current condition.  In moving forward, the Church must 
absolutely remain the Community’s spiritual centre.  Key restorations to this building 
will fix the sagging floor and improve the comfort of this space, making it a much more 
desirable place to gather and worship.   All physical repairs and restoration work must be 
done with high regard for the architectural heritage of the Church.  

Proposed improvements to the Church include the restoration of the sagging floor, 
replacement of the windows, and installation of a new, high efficiency heating system 
that will be more aesthetically pleasing than the current system.  Other suggested 
projects include the installation of an accessible ramp along the north wall, facilitating 
access to the traditional women’s entrance.  Simple short term projects could include 
improved lighting in the vestibule, and an expansion of the gallery of heritage photos 
that is already in place.  
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Concept Plan3.4
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The Annex’s intimate workshops and studios are perfect for use as craft space for the 
community. Beyond the provision of space to participate in traditional arts and crafts, 
the space could serve the youth in the community as a place to engage with Elders and 
learn traditional skills.  When cruise ships or other tourism groups are visiting, the studios 
could be open for tours.  Visitors love the experience of actually seeing crafting taking 
place, and this would inspire them to make purposes of locally produced goods.   

The second floor of the Mission House and Annex should continue to build upon the 
success of the classroom space.   Sunday school classes and other youth programs 
should continue, whether it be a youth centre with space for games, internet access, and 
hanging out, or more formal activities such as language class or tutoring.  The intent of 
the architectural restoration is to develop high quality space that could serve a variety 
of purposes, allowing the Mission to maintain its utility as the needs of the community 
evolve. 

There has been interest expressed in a community freezer.  The Annex space could 
serve this need, and its central location and watefront access would make it an ideal 
place.  The communal spirit of a shared freezer is in keeping with the cooperative energy 
demonstrated frequently by the Moravians on the Mission Site. 

THE MISSION BUILDING & ANNEX
The Mission Building and Annex offer some of the most interesting potential on the site.  
Traditionally these spaces were multipurpose buildings for the Moravians - this is where 
they slept, cooked, crafted, and engaged in daily life.  In the 1960s, some of this space 
was converted to office use for various economic development projects, the remnants of 
which remains to this day.  Two small rooms are presently being used for Sunday School 
teaching, which is an ideal use for this space.  The ground floor of the Annex houses 
the bones of various trade and craft areas - a bake house, a blacksmith’s shop.   Both 
buildings have numerous well preserved architectural details.

Literally building upon the history as the social and economic hub of the Moravians, 
the Mission Building and Annex should once again serve a similar function for the 
community of Hopedale.  For the most part, the existing room layout in the Mission 
Building is ideal for conversion to modern office space.  As more and more of the 
Nunatsiavut Government resources are relocated to Hopedale, the need for office space 
will expand.  The Mission building offers unique and historical space that can serve this 
need, which maintaining reference to the heritage of the site.  Beyond government 
use, the local community could benefit from the establishment of a business incubation 
centre, where office space and shared resources are made available to Hopedale 
residents.  

The Waterfront3.5
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THE PROVISIONS BUILDING
The provisions building offers the most unique space on the site.  As the only building 
owned by Parks Canada, the community needs to work closely with them to articulate 
a long term vision for this space.  The location and orientation of the building, complete 
with its deck overlooking the rock outcrop, makes this a natural space for a gathering or 
socializing.

In the short term, it is likely that this space could remain as is.  There is archeological 
work that needs to be completed on the ground floor.  In looking at an adaptive reuse 
scenario, the interior of the building requires major renovations.  The floor to ceiling 
heights are likely too low for any commercial use, and would require a complete internal 
reconstruction.  In the long term, this space would be perfect for a coffee and craft 
space, microbrewery, and / or expanded interpretive space.  The deck, with its natural 
overlook onto the site, would be a wonderful outdoor place in the summer for visitors 
and residents to linger over a cup of tea.  Building upon the success of the craft studios, 
the long term vision could see the development of a small retail outlet on site for craft 
sales, and this could be undertaken concurrently with a small cafe or brewery space. 
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THE WATERFRONT
The waterfront location of the Mission site is one of its best natural assets.  As one of 
the only public places in Hopedale where residents and visitors can easily touch the 
water, this space could become a focal point for the community.  

In the winter, the ice can serve not only as overflow parking for Mission events, but as 
programmable space for winter festivals and games.  In the summer, not only is this 
valuable dockage space for community boats, but a landing space for tendering cruise 
ships.  The completed restoration of the boardwalk makes the journey up to the Mission 
much more inviting and safe.  The inclusion of future interpretive panels would offer a 
chance to celebrate the heritage of the Hopedale waterfront.  The existing foundation 
(old Hudson Bay Store site) should be converted to a deck space that will act as an 
overlook, and provide an outdoor event location.  Instead of inviting visitors to hear 
traditional drumming or brass band music at the school, musicians could play on the site.  
This would be reflective of the musical heritage of the Moravians, and serve not only 
visitors to the site, but also the broader community.
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THE GARDENS
The Moravians were prodigious gardeners, and enjoyed success at growing a number of 
fruits and vegetables in Hopedale.  The modern community faces issues of food security 
and access to fresh fruit and vegetables,so the opportunity to learn from the Moravian 
horticultural history has direct and measurable benefits in terms of  local health and 
wellness.  

The south gardens offer the best exposure to the long sunlight summer days, and 
this was the historic spot the Moravians used to cultivate.  Opening this space as a 
community garden will provide access to fresh produce that is otherwise limited.  Soil 
has been made available to residents in the past, with mixed results.  For the community 
garden, the communal nature will help to foster information exchange as residents work 
side by side and learn this new activity.  It will important in the early years to have a 
knowledgeable garden champion this project, as the idea of gardening will be new 
to most residents.  It will be easier to teach gardening in a communal setting, where 
residents can help each other, sharing tools, information and resources.  As there are so 
many benefits associated with gardening, both in terms of health and recreation, with 
limited start up costs, this is an ideal short term project.

In the long run, it may become necessary to construct a greenhouse to extend the 
growing season.  This was a trick employed by the Moravians, and could again have 
significant benefits to the community.  A future greenhouse would have natural synergy 
with a community freezer, allowing Hopedale residents to grow and freeze their own 
produce for year round consumption.
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WELCOME PLAZA
The north side of the site is the main gateway for Hopedale residents, as well as a 
secondary gateway for visitors arriving on land.  The restoration of the fence along the 
property line will help to define a clear entrance to the site, while defining dedicated 
space for ATV or Skidoo parking.  Entering onto the site, a stone dust welcome plaza 
facilitates larger groups gathering around a central focal point.  This focal point could be 
a large stone boulder from native material, or a piece of art crafted by a local artisan, 
reflecting the form of a firewood teepee.  A few wooden benches along the edges 
of the plaza provide seating for visitors to linger in summer months, or for Elders to 
rest during outdoor events.  The stone dust path leads directly down to the new main 
entrance to the Mission Building, with the opportunity for traditional sculpture to mark 
the journey.  

The traditional brick walkway should be recreated to connect from the welcome plaza to 
the Church entrance, travelling through the green space on the site.  An expanded plaza 
space in front of the dead houses facilitates funeral processionals, as well as highlighting 
the new accessible Church entrance.  

To the west of the Annex, building services should be consolidated to one location.  This 
area could become the ‘back of house’, where some of the maintenance operations are 
located.  A gate in the fence would facilitate delivery of oil and other site services.  This 
is a less commonly used space, and it makes sense to locate oil tanks out of the main 
sight lines.  
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THE BOATHOUSE
The boathouse is an interesting space with enormous potential.  Physically separated 
from the site, it offers the community a unique and adaptable space.  In the short term, 
the building should be restored, and brought into use as gathering space.  For events 
such as drumming circles or storytelling, the boathouse is an interesting and inspirational 
location.  While many of these events are currently held in the school, for those that do 
not require expansive space, the boathouse may be an attractive alternative.

Once the artisans cooperative is well established, the boathouse will also have the 
potential to serve as additional studio space for larger scale production operations.  It 
could also be the nerve centre for storage and shipping of crafts sold through the 
website, especially if demand and production increase to a more significant level. 

At the southern edge of site, the new main entrance to the Mission Building is 
highlighted by the removal of the lower breezeway connecting the Church and Mission 
Building.  The breezeway was closed up in later years, and is not consistent with the 
original architecture.  Opening up the breezeway not only improves the sightlines 
through from the entrance to the waterfront, but facilitates a new garden space for 
visitors to enjoy.  This space is important, as it connects the Church through to the 
Museum, and the tundra garden and new brick walkway connect these two key spaces.
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Proposed Architectural 
Renovations
The Mission Building and Annex are the buildings best suited for an adaptive reuse 
on the site. The Mission building is currently used for storage with a few rooms in the 
buildings are used for meetings and Sunday School. Both buildings possess generously 
sized rooms with 8’-0” ceilings. This makes the building relatively adaptable to new 
uses such as offices, retail, craft/studio space, or community meeting rooms without 
significantly altering the interior layout.

In order to make a realistic proposition for the adaptive reuse of the Mission Building and 
Annex, there are a series of renovations that are required. These items relate to barrier-
free access, life and fire safety, structural integrity of floor framing, and thermal comfort. 
These items are highlighted on the following pages with specific drawings and sketches 
showing adaptations to the building to address these issues.

SUSTAINABILITY & ENERGY SECURITY

The restored buildings should allow for four-season use with special consideration to 
the northern climate in which it finds itself. This section analyses four detailed sections 
through the building to show  how they could be renovated to provide proper insulative 
value, minimize humidity and condensation, provide thermal comfort, and minimize 
reliance on fossil fuel. The investment in the construction cost at the outset will be of 
long-term benefit to the operating costs of the building.

However the restoration takes place, emphasis must be placed on sustainable building 
practices and green construction.  Not only because green building is a more sensitive 
approach in terms of environmental health, but due to energy security issues in 
Hopedale, energy efficiency must be of paramount importance.  As the restoration 
effort advances, consideration should be given to the latest sustainable technologies to 
evaluate their appropriateness for the site and northern context.  This may also be an 
opportunity to partner with research agencies as a test site for sustainability in northern 
climates. 

C-1 & C-2: New lift.
There is a barrier-free path of travel on the main level of the building with direct access 
to barrier-free washrooms, therefore, there is no code requirement for barrier-free 
access to the second floor, assuming that programme on the second floor is of similar 
nature. But, a lift could provide better flexibility for the space and allow for easier 
transportation of items required for the offices and/or studios located on the second 
floor. 

C-1:
Lower Floor

C-2:
Upper Floor

Barrier-Free Access
Barrier-Free means that a building and its facilities can be approached, entered and used 
by persons with physical or sensory disabilities.

A person has a physical or sensory disability when he/she has a loss of or decrease 
in physical or sensory function that substantially limits the ability to move throughout 
the community and accessing facilities within the community. Such disabilities include 
weakness; paralysis; absence of one or more limbs; loss of balance or co-ordination; 
spastic muscles; painful, stiff or deformed joints; visual impairments and hearing 
impairments.

Elevator Installation3.6
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ANNEX

MAIN 
ELECTRICAL 
PANEL

DN

ALL DIMENSIONS 
APPROXIMATE FOR 
PRELIMINARY DESIGN 
PURPOSES ONLY. ALL 
MEASUREMENTS TO BE
CONFIRMED ON SITE 
PRIOR TO ANY DETAILED 
DESIGN DOCUMENTS OR 
CONSTRUCTION.

N

0 4'-0" 16'-0"

MISSIONARY BUILDING
LOWER FLOOR

EXIT

LIFT

EXIT

BARRIER-FREE
WASHROOMS

REMOVE 
HATCHED 
AREA

NEW ENTRY

1 2 3 4 5

11 13

7

A-1

B-1

C-1

D-1

E-1

A-1 & A-2: Remove existing dilapidated washroom facilities for new 
required exit stair.

B-1 & B-2: New required exit stair in Annex.

LOWER FLOOR:
GROSS AREA: 3170 sq. ft.
LEASE AREA 
TOTAL: 1820 sq. ft.

Renovations - Lower Floor3.7

B-1 Lower Floor3.10

A-1 Lower Floor3.8

B-2 Upper Floor3.11

A-2 Upper Floor3.9
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D-1: New entry/required exit.
We are recommending that this existing area be removed from the building. Removal of 
this area will allow for more transparency through the site to the waterfront. Secondly, 
this removal allows an additional exit. This exit, along with the exit “A-1/A-2”, complies 
with the code requirement for a public corridor or passageway to provide passage in 
opposite directions. 

D-1:
Lower Floor

UPPER FLOOR:
GROSS AREA: 3170 sq. ft.

LEASE AREA 
TOTAL: 1820 sq. ft.
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E-1: New barrier-free washrooms

E-1:
Lower Floor

E-2: New upper floor washrooms

E-2:
Upper Floor
(Washrooms are located so as 
to be in close proximity and to 
service the adjacent church).
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Life and Fire Safety
The adaptive reuse of the Mission/Annex Building to a Business and Personal Services 
Occupancy (Group D as classified in the National Building Code of Canada (NBC)) requires 
that it conform to the requirements of the National Building Code for this occupancy 
type. 

As per NBC 3.2.2.58 Group D, up to 3 storeys, the building is not required to be 
sprinklered and can be of combustible construction. Floor assemblies and roof 
assemblies shall have fire separations with a fire-resistance rating not less than 45 
minutes. Load bearing walls, columns and arches supporting an assembly required 
to have a fire-resistance rating shall have a fire-resistance rating of not less than 45 
minutes.

As per NBC 3.3.1.3, each suite in a floor area that contains more than one suite shall have 
a) an exterior exit doorway; or b) a doorway i) into a public corridor, or ii) to an exterior 
passageway. This corridor or passageway shall allow it to be possible to go in opposite 
directions to each of two separate exits. This report illustrates how to achieve this 
requirement for exiting in the existing buildings. 

There are other NBC requirements for life and fire safety that if a renovation proceeds, 
a complete code review and compliance to these additional clauses will need to be 
considered. 
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Structural Integrity of the Floor Framing
By conversion of the building to a Business and Personal Services Occupancy (Group 
D), at the time of renovation, a structural analysis of the upper floor framing will be 
required. The NBC has standard requirements for the live load (measured in lbs/sq.ft.) 
allowed within a commercial occupancy. 

Thermal Comfort
Given the harsh winter climate of Hopedale, thermal comfort of a revitalized Mission 
Building/Annex building must be considered. Without adequate heat and insulation, the 
opportunity for year-round habitation in these buildings is compromised. 

WINDOWS
Existing windows are wood frame with single pane glass providing minimal thermal 
resistance. Storm windows with a polycarbonate glass have been fastened to the 
exterior of all windows. This polycarbonate has been finely scratched on the south 
side of the building (probably from abrasion from salt or sand particles in the air) and 
prevents visibility out of the building. It is recommended that the buildings be renovated 
with new wood frame windows to match the existing windows. These new windows 
should be in accordance to modern requirements for thermal resistance. Double or triple 
pane glass filled with argon gas. Installation techniques should include use of weather 
and watershield membrane and spray foam insulation around the window.

WALLS
The existing building envelope consists of a primary structure of heavy timber framing 
infilled with nogging - a brick infill of timber framing. The interior is clad with vertical 
wood boards and the exterior is clad with horizontal clapboards. It is suspected that the 
nogging is used for insulative purposes, bracing purposes, and also as a weather shield, 
as no exterior sheathing under the clapboards is present. Proposed wall assembly shown 
in figure 3.12.

- Wood boards
- Heavy timber framing (vertical and 
horizontal members) with nogging 
(brick) inf ill
- Wood clapboard siding

EXISTING (TYP.) WALL ASSEMBLY
- Repurposed boards, new boards, or 
drywall
- Vapour Barrier
- Heavy timber framing. 
- Nogging removed. Replaced with spray 
foam insulation. Min R-26 - meet local 
building regualtions.
- 1/2" plywood sheathing
- Weatherwrap.
- Vertical strapping
- Repurposed boards.

PROPOSED (TYP.) WALL ASSEMBLY

Wall Assembly Detail3.12
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FLOORS
In addition to increasing the R-value and lowering air infiltration through the envelope, 
the issue of a new heating source for the buildings must be addressed. Some heating 
alternatives have been reviewed:

HEATING WITH WOOD:
The Moravian Buildings were traditionally heated by wood. Many of the rooms exhibit 
hearths or small pot-belly stoves. Although throughout Hopedale there are many 
stacks of wood to be seen in front yards, the collection of wood from other islands 
in the bay during the winter months by skidoo and komatik is both cumbersome and 
tiring, especially for a public building.

SOLAR HEATING OR HEAT PUMPS:
Solar heating would require a major impact to the building facade that would not be 
in keeping with the heritage nature of the site. In addition, sun light levels for winter 
months are minimal due to the northern latitude. Snow cover also could limit the 
capability of a solar heat collector. A heat pump in such a northern climate would also 
be impractical to provide the heating needed in winter months. Heat pumps are best 
suited for temperate climates.

RECOMMENDATION: OIL FIRED BOILER  AND HYDRONIC IN-FLOOR 
HEATING

Oil is the most readily available fuel in Hopedale, therefore an oil-fired heating source 
is most recommended.  The floor beams are exhibiting some rot in both the Boat 
House and in the Church. It would be prudent, as part of the renovation, to remove the 
existing floor boards and inspect the condition of the existing floor beams at grade.  
Those that are showing signs of rot would need to be partially or completely replaced. 
Option “A” (illustration page 59 top-right) shows once the inspection has taken place, 
how the cavity between the wood beams could be filled with spray-in-place insulation. 
Depending on spray foam type, a vapour barrier may or may not be required in this 
assembly. Then, reinstallation of the floor boards can occur. The floor boards are one 
of the highlights in this building, with significant widths rarely found in contemporary 
spaces.  Every effort should be made to retain this material.  
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Once removal of the floor boards has occurred, a more significant renovation to the floor 
assembly could allow for a hydronic in-floor heating source throughout the building. (See 
Option “B”, illustration center-right).  Hydronic in-floor heating in concrete be considered, 
due to its energy efficiency and small impact on the building character. In this instance, 
the floor beams would be removed and a concrete slab-on-grade would be introduced. 
Hydronic heating tubes would be laid into the concrete. This is a common and well-used 
heating system which can have multiple zones to maximize flexibility of the space. It is 
also a very efficient way to heat a building as water is an excellent conductor of heat 
and the concrete provides a thermal mass in which to store heat. Furthermore, the use 
of a hydronic heating system would conceal the system in the floor and provide the best 
opportunity to not lose the heritage character of the buildings that may occur with an 
oil-fired system that would require duct work (forced air system) or radiators (hot water 
radiators). 

Selecting a high efficiency heating system for the building is important to ensure that 
the additional energy demands a restored site will not negatively impact the community.  
As energy supplies can be limited, especially in the spring prior to the ice break up, the 
overall energy impact of the restoration must be considered from an energy security 
standpoint.

FLOOR ASSEMBLY (BETWEEN FLOORS):
If a hydronic in-floor radiant heating system is 
used as the primary heating system, the second 
floor could also use this system. First, it should be 
analyzed for spans and loading capabilities. If the 
loading in possible, the wood floor boards would be 
lifted and the existing floor joists would be blocked 
and sheathed in order to take the 2” concrete topper 
with hydronic heating tubes. Then the wood floor 
could be relaid.

- Wood f loor boards
- Heavy timber framing 
- Wood ceiling boards or panelling

EXISTING (TYP.) FLOOR ASSEMBLY (btw. f loors)

- Wood f loor boards
- 2" concrete topper w/ hydronic heating*
- 5/8" plywood
- Heavy timber framing 
- Drywall**

PROPOSED (TYP.) FLOOR ASSEMBLY (btw. f loors)

- Repurposed wood f loor boards
- Vapour barrier 
- 4" concrete slab w/ hydronic heating
- Spray in place insulation
- Gravel
- Compacted sand

PROPOSED "A" (TYP.) FLOOR ASSEMBLY (at grade)

- Repurposed wood f loor boards
- Vapour Barrier
- Heavy timber framing 
- Spray in place insulation
- Compacted sand

PROPOSED "B" (TYP.) FLOOR ASSEMBLY (at grade)

- Wood f loor boards
- Heavy timber framing 
- Compacted sand

EXISTING (TYP.) FLOOR ASSEMBLY (at grade)

Floor Assembly Details3.13
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Service Opportunities, 
Activities, and Site Uses
The main role of the mission will be to provide space/facilities for rental for the various 
user groups. Given the market segments that are the potential clients for the adaptive re-
use of the Mission complex, the following service opportunities, activities, and site uses 
emerge. 

ARTISANS COOPERATIVE
The Annex studios offer space for local artisans to work and produce crafts and develop 
products throughout the year in preparation for the tourism season. In season, the 
complex becomes a venue for direct-to-consumer sales to visitors. During the off-season, 
local product is exhibited through the web, and marketed via online sales, augmented 
with social media and blogs to talk about available product and production activities for 
the coming season’s sales. The Torngat Arts and Crafts is a model that could be emulated 
and/or approached as to form a partnership so that Hopedale artisans could leverage this 
avenue for sales and distribution. 

Under this scenario, the shop is run from the mission site.  Artisans rent facilities, either at 
cost, or through earned revenues, grants, or  other funding. For example, the Nunatsiavut 
Government may wish to support artisans as part of an economic development program.
The shop is operated by local skilled and emerging artisans, and provides an opportunity 
for young people to learn a new craft, for older residents to pass along their knowledge 
of carving and production of art, and for both segments to develop business skills that 
will be needed to participate in this market.

Production could focus on a range of products, from low cost/smaller items (jewelry) 
suitable for traveling parties to easily pack, and offered at price points that are low to 
moderate. More costly or bulky items (such as larger carvings) will focus on internet 
sales, which will afford potential buyers an opportunity to see a piece prior to their 
travels.  This way, any visitors to Hopedale have some advanced knowledge of the 
opportunities to acquire larger items and options for transportation of these items to 
their ultimate destinations. Craft items may include soapstone carving, wood carving, 
leather works, seal-skin boot/glove/hat making, drum making, painting, etc.

Visitors will also have an opportunity to participate in fee-based workshops wherein 
they can learn some of the basic skills of the soapstone carvers.  On site classes could 
allow visitors (or residents)  to make and leave with a small piece that they carved 
themselves (depending on time available). A variant of this is an artist in residence 
program – where an artist from another region/culture may be interested in longer-
term stays to learn particular skills. This program element is one that has proven quite 
successful in the Fogo Island Case Study.

Field trips could be included with programs of this nature so that visitors are taken to the 
deposit of stone so that they can see how the stone is extracted and processed prior to 
arriving in the hands of the artists. Content for this presentation can include a review of 
the geology that lead to the stones formation and deposit along the Labrador coast.
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ECO-TOURISM & ADVENTURE TRAVEL
A programming opportunity that is not directly part of the adaptive reuse of the site, 
but has some synergy with future site opportunities is the development and expansion 
of the eco-tourism and adventure travel market.  There is some basic adventure travel, 
either through cruise ship passengers, or small scale fishing and hunting excursions, but 
there is great potential to build upon this expanding market segment.

Activities such as kayaking, camping, snowmobile & ATV tourism, and other eco-tourism 
packages would bring visitors to Hopedale, and the increased traffic would indirectly 
benefit the site.    Hopedale is surrounded by some of the most beautiful scenery in 
Canada, and packages could provide adventurous tourists with a spectacular opportunity 
to review a breathtaking part of Canada.  Other potential eco-tourism ideas include:

•	 Kayaking/Overnight Camping

•	 Snowmobile/ATV rentals and tours

•	 Zip Line.

•	 Rock climbing/tundra wilderness hiking

•	 Overnight Yurt Camping

•	 Helicopter tours of the area

•	 Trails, Game Tracking & Photography

•	 Hunting & Fishing

It is possible that these initiatives could arise from a business incubation centre at the 
Mission, or through community capacity building.  Encouraging young entrepreneurs in 
Hopedale and working with them to develop business plans for eco-tourism enterprises 
has the potential to benefit not only the individual, but the broader community as well.

MICROBREWERY
The Provisions Building has potential as a craft and tea shop in the mid to long term, 
but an alternative idea would be the development of a niche micro brewery.  The vision 
for this idea is based on the history of the site, where the Moravians used to brew 
beverages.  This is a novelty concept, where the products would be largely exported 
out of the community, but has a certain authenticity.  Visitors to Hopedale would 
enjoy touring the brewery, and a quality product has the potential to fetch top dollar in 
specialty tours in the south.

Any use for the Provisions Building will likely require a full interior retrofit, so adapting 
the space for a brewery would not create a significant increase in restoration efforts.  
The start up costs for a micro brewery can be high, in the range of $250,000 and it can 
be hard to recoup these costs.  If a micro brewery were to be seriously considered, it 
would likely be under the assumption of a cost recovery model, where the potential 
spin-off benefits (i.e. entrepreneur & skills development, capacity building & tourism) 
would balance out the initial investment.  

The community should be consulted specifically regarding the appropriateness of this 
endeavour. While it builds upon historical tradition, it may not be a use that benefits the 
community, and in that case it should not be pursued. The market focus of the enterprise 
would be external markets – product for sale to visitors and/or export markets. Products 
could also be integrated within existing licensed/permitted food service operations (e.g., 
the Amaguk Inn), and/or offered seasonally, for example.
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This plan describes the long term vision for the adaptive reuse of the Hopedale 
Mission site, and outlines an achievable and feasible phasing and implementation 
plan.  The proposed plan is consistent with the objectives outlined by the Parks Canada 
Commemorative Integrity Statement, other related long term  visioning studies, the input 
received from the public and stakeholders, and the strategic direction provided by the 
Steering Committee.

SIVUPPIANIK

MOVING FORWARD

4
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Implementation Process
The Hopedale Mission Adaptive Reuse Master Plan is an evolving document.  
Implementation will occur over a suggested phased process that allows for checks and 
balances of site and program elements as community priorities and available resources 
change, and as opportunities become available. Implementation of this plan will be the 
culmination of the vision and hard work of the Community and key stakeholders.  In 
order to facilitate implementation moving forward in a logical and efficient sequence, 
funds must be secured.  Some projects are ‘off the shelf’, ready to go, and some will 
require detailed design or further study.  

Forecasting a year-by-year phasing strategy is difficult as project priorities will change, 
as the plan moves forward.  Priorities set can and should be influenced by opportunities 
that arise from unforeseen funding sources, new projects, and private sector initiatives.  
The phasing plan must ultimately be adaptive, and evolve as the restoration and reuse 
of the Mission site moves forward.  As such, projects have been generally broken down 
into short, medium, and long term initiatives.  

A proposed time frame for implementation is as follows:

•	 Short Term:  0 - 5 years  

•	 Medium Term:  5 - 10 years

•	 Long Term:  10 years +
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Phase One Recommended Projects
Phase one projects should be of a governance nature, in helping to facilitate the 
implementation process, or be highly visible projects that are relatively easy 
to implement.  Starting with governance projects will pave the way for more 
complicated initiatives down the road, and will clarify roles and responsibilities of 
the key stakeholding groups.  Implementation of highly visible projects will help to 
instill confidence that the plan is moving forward, and will build community support, 
excitement, and momentum.  Highly visible projects will also help market the project to 
external funders for future projects.

In order to make the adaptive reuse of the Mission House and Annex a viable, 
sustainable, and enduring project for the community, all aspects of the building envelope 
and thermal comfort of the buildings should be visited at the time of the renovation.  
This will ensure that any subsequent phasing of the restoration projects takes into 
account logical construction sequences and best practices.

0 - 5 YEAR PROJECTS
•	 Governance Review & Creation of a Site Management Committee

•	 Establishment of a Site Manager

•	 Preliminary Archeological Assessment

•	 Community Garden Development

•	 Waterfront Development

•	 Supporting Studies for Architectural Restoration 

•	 Fund-raising & Business Incubation Programming

•	 Detailed Design for Architectural Restoration for Church, Mission House & Annex

•	 Establishment of a Phasing Program for Restoration

•	 Early Restoration Initiatives 

•	 Preliminary Development of Site Interpretive Elements

•	 Development of local skills / capacity to assist with restoration efforts.

Phase Two Recommended Projects
Phase two projects will continue to move the entire project vision forward, and should 
build upon the work completed during phase one.  Phase two projects are dynamic and 
should evolve based on the outcomes of phase one.

5 - 10 YEAR PROJECTS
•	 Continued restoration projects

•	 Refinement of the program for the Provisions Building

•	 Site improvements (welcome plaza, tundra & sculpture gardens)

•	 Performance Dock

•	 Site Interpretive Elements (continued)

•	 Synergistic Program Development (i.e. ecotourism)

•	 Boathouse

Phase Three Recommended Projects
Phase three projects should be revisited or re-prioritized, based on the ongoing review 
of the implementation process.  Projects left to phase three are those with major 
construction aspects, significant engineering considerations, or have less immediate 
benefit to the community.

YEAR 10+ PROJECTS
•	 Conversion of Provisions Building 

•	 Expansion / Updates to Museum
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Financial Model
The costs for implementing this adaptive reuse master plan break into two categories:  
capital costs for the actual restoration of the buildings and site, and ongoing operational 
costs.  The cost estimate for the capital improvements takes into consideration the costs 
of materials, labour, the remoteness of the site, climatic challenges, etc, as well as the 
conceptual nature of the plans.

For the architectural restorations themselves, after discussions with local construction 
experts, and contractors familiar with work in remote northern locals, an estimate of 
$4300 - $4800 / square metre of building area has been determined ($400 - $450 / 
square foot).  This is exclusive of site work, consultants fees, contingency, and permitting 
costs.  

For the site improvements, costing has been estimated based on materials, associated 
design fees, and contingency.  The final estimated cost for the restoration is in the order 
of $4,000,000.00, not including relevant taxes.
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Hopedale Mission Adaptive Reuse Master Plan Cost Estimate - Conceptual DesignCost Estimate - Conceptual DesignCost Estimate - Conceptual Design October 2012

Architectural Improvements units quantity unit cost cost

Building Restoration m2 575 $ 4,800.00 $ 2,760,000.00

Contingency (20%)Contingency (20%)Contingency (20%)Contingency (20%) $ 552,000.00

Consulting Fees (15%)Consulting Fees (15%)Consulting Fees (15%)Consulting Fees (15%) $ 496,800.00

AREA TOTALAREA TOTALAREA TOTALAREA TOTAL $ 3,808,800.00

North Gardens units quantity unit cost cost

Welcome Plaza (stone dust) m² 136 $ 60.00 $ 8,160.00

Site Furnishings lump 1 $ 4,000.00 $ 4,000.00

Sculpture ea 1 $ 5,000.00 $ 5,000.00

Landscape Improvements m² 800 $ 20.00 $ 16,000.00

Interpretive Signage ea 4 $ 1,000.00 $ 4,000.00

Brick Walkway m 25 $ 150.00 $ 3,750.00

Sub-total:Sub-total:Sub-total:Sub-total: $ 40,910.00

Contingency (20%)Contingency (20%)Contingency (20%)Contingency (20%) $ 8,182.00

Consulting Fees (15%)Consulting Fees (15%)Consulting Fees (15%)Consulting Fees (15%) $ 7,363.80

AREA TOTAL $ 56,455.80

South Gardens units quantity unit cost cost

Brick Walkway m 120 $ 150.00 $ 18,000.00

Community Gardens lump 1 $ 2,000.00 $ 2,000.00

Boardwalk Reconstruction - COMPLETE m $ 0.00 $ 0.00

Museum Signage ea 2 $ 1,000.00 $ 2,000.00

Performance Deck m² 80 $ 200.00 $ 16,000.00

Interpretive Signage ea 4 $ 1,000.00 $ 4,000.00

Sub-total:Sub-total:Sub-total:Sub-total: $ 42,000.00

Contingency (20%)Contingency (20%)Contingency (20%)Contingency (20%) $ 8,400.00

Consulting Fees (15%)Consulting Fees (15%)Consulting Fees (15%)Consulting Fees (15%) $ 7,560.00

AREA TOTALAREA TOTALAREA TOTALAREA TOTAL $ 57,960.00

Waterfront units quantity unit cost cost

Interpretive Signage ea 2 $ 1,000.00 $ 2,000.00

Contingency (20%)Contingency (20%)Contingency (20%)Contingency (20%) $ 400.00

AREA TOTALAREA TOTALAREA TOTALAREA TOTAL $ 2,400.00

TOTAL ESTIMATED CAPITAL COSTS TOTAL ESTIMATED CAPITAL COSTS TOTAL ESTIMATED CAPITAL COSTS TOTAL ESTIMATED CAPITAL COSTS $ 3,925,615.80

Capital Cost Estimate4.1
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A key aspect of the long term sustainability of this project is the development of a 
realistic and pragmatic business case that will support ongoing operation of the site.   
Once the initial restoration is completed (and that capital expense financed) there will 
be ongoing costs to maintain and manage the Mission site.  In order to help the project 
stakeholders plan for the operation of the site post-restoration, a preliminary financial 
model has been created to explore future revenues and expenditures.  The model is 
predicated on several key assumptions, described in more detail below.  

A number of key assumptions have been made regarding the revenues and expenses 
outlined in the proposed financial model for the site.  

REVENUES
•	 Visitation begins at 300 people and increases to 1,100 over five years based on 

investment in marketing and promotion, including a web site that features the arts 
and crafts that are available both through online sales and at the mission complex. 
Hebron, as a comparable, attracts 1,000 visitors each year and earned revenues 
from these visitors is estimated at $50,000.

•	 Admissions are set at a rate of $3.00 per person and charged to 300 people in year 
1, increasing to 1,100 by year 5.

•	 Programs would include such visitor services as guided tours of the area, re-
enactments, musical performances, dancing, storytelling, etc. We have assumed that 
program revenue is earned at a rate of $20 per performance and that the number or 
people who purchase these services are equivalent to 50% of the projected visitor 
traffic.

•	 Net gift shop/retail revenues is considered after costs (net of cost of goods sold) and 
is based on an average net revenue per unit of $5.00 purchased buy an equivalent 
of 50% of the projected visitor traffic.

•	 Rent: The plan will provide approximately 2,500 square feet of office space for rent. 
We assume a rate of $30.00 per foot per year, with the rental rate increased by 2% 
per annum.

Visitation 300 500 700 900 1,100
visitor escalation 10% 20% 30% 40%
GENERAL REVENUES Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 NOTES
Earned Revenues
Program Revenues
  Admission $1,500 $2,500 $3,500 $4,500 $5,500
  Programs $3,000 $5,000 $7,000 $9,000 $11,000
  Gift shop/retail net revenue $750 $1,250 $1,750 $2,250 $2,750 Lump sum, net of cost of goods sold.
Subtotal $5,250 $8,750 $12,250 $15,750 $19,250
Donations & Fundraising

Offices $75,000 $76,500 $78,030 $79,591 $81,182
Craft Space $6,000 $6,120 $6,242 $6,367 $6,495
Office Services $- $- $- $- $-

Subtotal $81,000 $82,620 $84,272 $85,958 $87,677
Donations & Fundraising
   Membership Dues $300 $500 $700 $900 $1,100
  Donations - corporations Capital Campaign
  Donations - individuals
  Donations - foundations
  Sponsorships
Subtotal $300 $500 $700 $900 $1,100
Public Funding
  Federal $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000
  Provincial $50,000 $30,000 $30,000 $- $-

Nunatsiavut $50,000 $50,000 $50,000 $50,000 $50,000
Subtotal $110,000 $90,000 $90,000 $60,000 $60,000
GRAND TOTAL GENERAL 
REVENUES $196,550 $181,870 $187,222 $162,608 $168,027
 
EXPENDITURES
Interpretation and ProgrammingInterpretation and Programming
  Exhibition $5,000 $1,250 $1,275 $1,301 $1,327 study / research costs
  Programming $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 study / research costs
Subtotal $7,000 $3,250 $3,275 $3,301 $0
Collection and Information ManagementCollection and Information Management Collection and Information Management
  Cataloguing supplies & expenses $2,000 $2,040 $2,081 $2,122 $2,165   Cataloguing supplies & expenses
  Preserving Materials $2,000 $2,040 $2,081 $2,122 $2,165   Preserving Materials
  Research $2,000 $2,040 $2,081 $2,122 $2,165   Research
Subtotal $6,000 $6,120 $6,242 $6,367 $6,495
Marketing and Fundraising
  Advertising & Promotion $40,000 $10,000 $10,300 $10,609 $10,927 Does not include a website
  Fundraising $2,000 $2,060 $2,122 $2,185 $2,251
Subtotal
Facility
  Custodial Services $2,000 $2,040 $2,081 $2,122 $2,165
  Custodial Supplies $2,000 $2,040 $2,081 $2,122 $2,165
  Grounds $5,000 $5,100 $5,202 $5,306 $5,412
  Insurance $4,000 $4,080 $4,162 $4,245 $4,330
  Repairs & Maintenance $5,000 $5,100 $5,202 $5,306 $5,412
  Security $3,000 $3,060 $3,121 $3,184 $3,247
  Utilities $15,000 $15,300 $15,606 $15,918 $16,236
Subtotal $36,000 $36,720 $37,454 $38,203 $38,968
Salaries Incl Benefits:

Site Manager $31,200 $31,824 $32,460 $33,110 $33,772 Part Year Site Manager
Coordinator(s) $12,800 $13,056 $13,317 $13,583 $13,855 Coordinator
Maintenance $7,020 $7,160 $7,304 $7,450 $7,599 Maintenance
Assistance/Summer Students $9,600 $9,792 $9,988 $10,188 $10,391 Assistance/Summer Students

Office Expenses
  Bank Charges $1,200 $1,224 $1,248 $1,273 $1,299
  Equipment Rentals $1,500 $1,530 $1,561 $1,592 $1,624
  Postage $1,000 $1,020 $1,040 $1,061 $1,082
  Supplies $2,000 $2,040 $2,081 $2,122 $2,165
  Telephone/Internet $1,800 $1,836 $1,873 $1,910 $1,948
Other Administrative expenses
  Training $13,000 $13,260 $13,525 $13,796 $14,072
  Travel $8,000 $8,160 $8,323 $8,490 $8,659
  Other $1,782 $1,818 $1,854 $1,892 $1,929 2% of Administrative Costs
Subtotal $90,902 $92,720 $94,575 $96,467 $98,396
GRAND TOTAL EXPENSES $181,902 $150,870 $153,968 $157,132 $160,363
 

Net Surplus (Deficit) $14,648 $31,000 $33,254 $5,476 $7,664
Prior Year $0 $14,648 $45,648 $78,902 $84,378
Current Year $14,648 $31,000 $33,254 $5,476 $7,664
Net Cumulative Surplus 
(Deficit) $14,048 $45,648 $78,902 $84,378 $92,042

Profit & Loss Estimate4.2

•	 Craft Space: We assumed 6 ‘Craft’ spaces would be made available. These will be 
leased to local artisans at a rate of $1,000 per year. This low rate is reflective of the 
incubation and economic development goals of the mission complex and its adaptive 
reuse. The rate per unit is increased at 2% per annum. 

•	 Memberships: We assume that some community members may wish to support 
the site through memberships or other forms of support. This is based on $20 per 
person, over the equivalent to 5% of the visitation (15 people in year 1)

•	 Public funding for the mission is assumed to come from three sources: the Federal 
government (Parks Canada - at $10,000 per annum), the Province (with 50,000 
in year one and a second grant of $30,000 in year 2), and Nunatsiavut (with core 
funding support of at least $50,000). These contributions could be for a mix of 
operational support or specific project support. They are assumed to be constant 
throughout the projections. Infrastructure support is considered elsewhere in the 
report.
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EXPENSES
•	 Interpretation, programming, collection, and information management costs are 

included in recognition of the sites role in heritage preservation and interpretation. 
These costs are established with a slightly heavier burden in year 1, which stabilize in 
year 2 at just under $10,000 per year, increased by 2% per annum.

•	 Marketing and fund-raising costs are set higher in year 1 to recognize development 
costs for brand, website, etc. This includes about $20,000 for web-site and 
e-commerce investment. These are increased by 2% per annum thereafter.

•	 Facility costs include:  custodial services and supplies, grounds maintenance, 
insurance, repairs and maintenance, site security, and utilities. These are increased at 
2% per annum.

•	 Site Manager: The part-year Site Manager position is based on a gross cost of $30/
hour, 40 hours per week, for 26 weeks. In practice, this could be 20 hours per week 
for the entire year, or some equivalent allocation of time and weeks. 

•	 Coordinator Role: The provision for the coordinator role is based on total cost of $20 
per hour, for 40 hours per week for 16 weeks. This is increased at 2% per annum

•	 Maintenance: The maintenance role is based on a total cost of $18 per hour, for 15 
hours per week, for 26 weeks. This is increased at 2% per annum.

•	 Office expenses includes: Bank Charges, Equipment Rentals, Postage, Supplies, and 
Telephone/Internet. This is increased at 2% per annum.

•	 Training: A lump sum provision for training allows for registration and fees for various 
professional development opportunities and capacity building sessions that staff and 
volunteers will be able to access.

•	 Travel: A lump sum provision for travel allows for several flights per year to 
participate in planning meetings and training/development opportunities.

•	 The budget is structured to be profitable over the course of the projections. 
Surpluses could be re-infrastructure, used to develop more services, used to re-pay a 
portion of the enabling capital investment, or some combination of these and other 
purposes. It would also be appropriate that a portion of the surpluses support the 
operations of the Church.

Profit & Loss Estimate4.3

Visitation 300 500 700 900 1,100
visitor escalation 10% 20% 30% 40%
GENERAL REVENUES Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 NOTES
Earned Revenues
Program Revenues
  Admission $1,500 $2,500 $3,500 $4,500 $5,500
  Programs $3,000 $5,000 $7,000 $9,000 $11,000
  Gift shop/retail net revenue $750 $1,250 $1,750 $2,250 $2,750 Lump sum, net of cost of goods sold.
Subtotal $5,250 $8,750 $12,250 $15,750 $19,250
Donations & Fundraising

Offices $75,000 $76,500 $78,030 $79,591 $81,182
Craft Space $6,000 $6,120 $6,242 $6,367 $6,495
Office Services $- $- $- $- $-

Subtotal $81,000 $82,620 $84,272 $85,958 $87,677
Donations & Fundraising
   Membership Dues $300 $500 $700 $900 $1,100
  Donations - corporations Capital Campaign
  Donations - individuals
  Donations - foundations
  Sponsorships
Subtotal $300 $500 $700 $900 $1,100
Public Funding
  Federal $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000
  Provincial $50,000 $30,000 $30,000 $- $-

Nunatsiavut $50,000 $50,000 $50,000 $50,000 $50,000
Subtotal $110,000 $90,000 $90,000 $60,000 $60,000
GRAND TOTAL GENERAL 
REVENUES $196,550 $181,870 $187,222 $162,608 $168,027
 
EXPENDITURES
Interpretation and ProgrammingInterpretation and Programming
  Exhibition $5,000 $1,250 $1,275 $1,301 $1,327 study / research costs
  Programming $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 study / research costs
Subtotal $7,000 $3,250 $3,275 $3,301 $0
Collection and Information ManagementCollection and Information Management Collection and Information Management
  Cataloguing supplies & expenses $2,000 $2,040 $2,081 $2,122 $2,165   Cataloguing supplies & expenses
  Preserving Materials $2,000 $2,040 $2,081 $2,122 $2,165   Preserving Materials
  Research $2,000 $2,040 $2,081 $2,122 $2,165   Research
Subtotal $6,000 $6,120 $6,242 $6,367 $6,495
Marketing and Fundraising
  Advertising & Promotion $40,000 $10,000 $10,300 $10,609 $10,927 Does not include a website
  Fundraising $2,000 $2,060 $2,122 $2,185 $2,251
Subtotal
Facility
  Custodial Services $2,000 $2,040 $2,081 $2,122 $2,165
  Custodial Supplies $2,000 $2,040 $2,081 $2,122 $2,165
  Grounds $5,000 $5,100 $5,202 $5,306 $5,412
  Insurance $4,000 $4,080 $4,162 $4,245 $4,330
  Repairs & Maintenance $5,000 $5,100 $5,202 $5,306 $5,412
  Security $3,000 $3,060 $3,121 $3,184 $3,247
  Utilities $15,000 $15,300 $15,606 $15,918 $16,236
Subtotal $36,000 $36,720 $37,454 $38,203 $38,968
Salaries Incl Benefits:

Site Manager $31,200 $31,824 $32,460 $33,110 $33,772 Part Year Site Manager
Coordinator(s) $12,800 $13,056 $13,317 $13,583 $13,855 Coordinator
Maintenance $7,020 $7,160 $7,304 $7,450 $7,599 Maintenance
Assistance/Summer Students $9,600 $9,792 $9,988 $10,188 $10,391 Assistance/Summer Students

Office Expenses
  Bank Charges $1,200 $1,224 $1,248 $1,273 $1,299
  Equipment Rentals $1,500 $1,530 $1,561 $1,592 $1,624
  Postage $1,000 $1,020 $1,040 $1,061 $1,082
  Supplies $2,000 $2,040 $2,081 $2,122 $2,165
  Telephone/Internet $1,800 $1,836 $1,873 $1,910 $1,948
Other Administrative expenses
  Training $13,000 $13,260 $13,525 $13,796 $14,072
  Travel $8,000 $8,160 $8,323 $8,490 $8,659
  Other $1,782 $1,818 $1,854 $1,892 $1,929 2% of Administrative Costs
Subtotal $90,902 $92,720 $94,575 $96,467 $98,396
GRAND TOTAL EXPENSES $181,902 $150,870 $153,968 $157,132 $160,363
 

Net Surplus (Deficit) $14,648 $31,000 $33,254 $5,476 $7,664
Prior Year $0 $14,648 $45,648 $78,902 $84,378
Current Year $14,648 $31,000 $33,254 $5,476 $7,664
Net Cumulative Surplus 
(Deficit) $14,048 $45,648 $78,902 $84,378 $92,042
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Site Management Committee
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• Administrative functions
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control
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Capacity Building:
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Government, 
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Canada, Church & 

Community 
Representation, etc.

Inuit Community 
Government

Proposed Governance Model4.4
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Governance & Partnerships:
Moving forward, the Hopedale Mission will need an active group of engaged 
stakeholders who will champion not only the restoration, but also the ongoing long-term 
management of the site.  Ideally, this champion should be a collaborative management 
team representing the key stakeholder groups, combining opportunities for local 
capacity building within an overarching framework for oversight and site management.  

The proposed governance model outlines a multi-faceted approach to management of 
the site with representation by the key stakeholding groups.  The governance structure 
is divided into two levels; the management team which includes an overarching 
management team that directs a specific site manager position, and a duties and 
activities level which describes three groups of activities relevant to the site.  The duties 
and activities level is comprised of physical property management duties (managing 
the physical assets), program coordination duties (addressing and coordinating the 
programs and site uses envisioned), and administration and financial duties (financial 
management, leasing and rental agreements, and daily administration)

 The Duties and Activities Level are not necessarily positions as much as they are 
intended to illuminate the range of activities that will be necessary to implement the 
plan. As the full vision of the plan is implemented, these duties and activities may 
be assigned to specific positions. As the operation of the Mission site evolves to this 
point, many of these activities can be leveraged from existing assets and resources 
in Hopedale, and within the Inuit Community and Nunatsiavut Governments.  As well, 
several of these activities provide capacity building opportunities, wherein specific 
roles and responsibilities can be taken individually or bundled and structured so that 
individuals within the community can acquire these skills in the context of customized 
mentoring programs and/or co-op placements.
 

Site Management
The site management model is focused on the programming that takes place outside 
the Church, allowing the Church to continue under its present management model. 
The Moravian Church, however, is asked to be part of the management model at the 
committee level, along with the AHS and representation from the Inuit Community 
Government in Hopedale.
 

Advisory Committee and the role of Partnerships
A supporting role is structured in the form of an advisory committee. This group would 
be available to provide guidance for both the Site Management Committee as well as 
the Site Manager. The advisory committee would include key stakeholding organizations 
such as Parks Canada, the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, as well the 
Nunatsiavut Government. The Advisory Committee could also include Church and 
Community representation. These could be permanent and/or temporary posts.  The 
provision of a temporary position on the Advisory Board creates the flexibility to include 
groups that may have a role in the site development (ex. craft guild representation, 
community college if the site is used as in integrated training site, etc.) as the site 
evolves. Organizations could also be asked to participate on this advisory committee, 
depending on the direction and stage of implementation, and the partnerships that are 
forged. 

One such example is Torngat Arts and Crafts Inc. Torngat Arts and Crafts could be 
an excellent partner for the implementation of aspects of this plan as they relate to 
the development of artistic and craft capacity in Hopedale. Torngat Arts and Crafts 
Inc. is already an established non-profit arts and crafts shop in Nain. They could be 
approached for inclusion in this project and, if properly resourced, may provide the 
established administrative and management structure that could see aspects of the plan 
implemented more quickly than if the operation established its own entity to manage 
the shop and craft sales planned for the Mission.
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Factors that should be included in the decision to select advisory board members should 
consider:
•	 the level of investment that partners may make,

•	 the capacity building and mentorship potentials that advisor board membership may 
bring,

•	 partnerships that can:

•	 help accelerate the development of opportunities for the mission

•	 leverage co-operative employment/training opportunities for local and Labrador/
Newfoundland youth

•	 leverage the mission to become regional supplier of restoration skills and/or 
authentic hardware and fixtures to be used in other restoration projects within the 
region

•	 Leverage the site and its restoration for the development of a locally based/
regionally based qualified heritage carpenter (e.g., work with CONA to make this a 
certificate based program)

Leverage the marketing and promotion of the area as well as opportunities for content 
development so that, for example, the self-contained experiential cruise ships have the 
opportunity to sub-contract to locals for their skills in storytelling, music, dance, guided 
tours, etc.
 

Potential partnerships could include Destination Labrador, Heritage Division, student 
groups/youth groups, communities of Elders, etc. Not all groups need to be on the 
advisory board, however the pathways to these potential partners needs to be 
developed if they are not direct through the advisory board.
The advisory board would be invited to Quarterly Site Management Committees, as well 
as on an as needed basis. More frequent contact is expected to occur between the Site 
Manager and specific members of the advisory committee, depending on the practice 
area for which advice is being sought. 

Site Manager
The Site Manager is a position that may begin as a part-time/part-year position, but may 
become more demanding as the project develops.  This is an opportunity to cultivate 
these skills within the Hopedale community. In practical terms, the Site Manager is 
responsible for the three core activities. These include the physical management of the 
property itself, the coordination of program for the spaces and facilities, and the financial 
and administrative operation of the site.  

 The Site Manager’s position will require a broad range of skill sets: organizational and 
managerial skills, strong knowledge of heritage practices, interpretation and curatorial 
skills/ experience, communication skills, financial management, etc. This position should 
also be one that is viewed as a capacity building opportunity wherein a person who may 
have some but not all of these skills is willing and able to participate in the professional 
development opportunities that will instill the required skills.

The overall structure is intended to be scalable and is agnostic to the ownership of the 
site or the status of the lease. This management model could apply to “owned” space 
and could apply equally well to “leased” or rented space.
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Next Steps
Moving forward towards implementation of the plan, several additional steps need to be 
completed.

ADOPTION OF THE PLAN
In order for the plan to move forward, it will need strong support from its major 
stakeholders.  Early after completion of the final document, the plan should be adopted 
at least in principle, but the Government of Nunatsiavut and other key groups like the 
Moravian Church of Newfoundland & Labrador, the Inuit Community Government, and 
Parks Canada.  It will be necessary to have strong support behind the plan, in order to 
begin the process of allocating budgets and funds towards implementation.  

GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE REVIEW
The plan will need a clear champion to begin the implementation process in earnest.  In 
moving forward, it will be important to review the current governance structure, and 
either adopt the recommended approach, or revise the current model.  In either case, 
a clear structure must exist, with defined roles so that responsibilities and tasks can be 
managed and progress can be made.  During this review, the lease should be revisited, 
and adjusted as necessary to reflect the current and anticipated future context.

SCHEMATIC DESIGN / DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
Some of the proposed architectural or site projects will require associated studies 
or more in-depth examinations to move forward.  As part of this process, a detailed 
assessment of the archeological resources of the site should be completed, and a 
strategy to address those requirements developed.  The Provisions Building has been 
assessed in detail, but further structural and / or architecture work may need to be 
completed on the other site buildings.  This work should be completed prior to or as part 
of the initiation of any detailed design work.
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